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ABSTRACT
This dissertation contains several foci in which optimization-based approaches are
developed to obtain optimal or near-optimal solutions to NP-hard dynamic resource
management problems that require the integration of spatio-temporally evolving in-
telligence and weather (meteorology and oceanography) data. Three primary topics
of research are addressed: (i) asset allocation for counter-drug trafficking, (ii) multi-
objective (ship) path planning, and (iii) fastest-path sailing boat routing. We ap-
proach all three problems in a general way for application to multiple domains, while
utilizing domain-specific knowledge available in order to help condense the complex
problem and decision spaces. The first two topics involve multiple, often competing,
objectives for networks with stochastic non-convex edge costs, while the third topic
extends this work to bearing-dependent transit times (i.e., two otherwise equal arcs
may have differing associated speeds of traversal due to the pointing of the vessel and
behavior relative to the true wind speed and angle). The algorithms presented in this
dissertation have been transitioned for use by and operationalized at multiple ex-
ternal organizations including, but not limited to, the Naval Research Laboratory
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background
Information dominance is the key to the success of the US Navy’s stated objectives of
sea control, power projection, deterrence and forward presence. Mastering the infor-
mation dominance capabilities of assured command and control, context-driven bat-
tlespace situation awareness and integrated fires requires the acquisition, fusion, and
transfer of the right data/information/knowledge from the right sources1 in the right
context to the right decision-maker (DM) at the right time for the right purpose (6R)
[143]. By context-driven here we mean dynamically integrated knowledge that is (i)
relevant to the mission, the environment, assets and tasks (including DM activities),
(ii) informed by up-to-date data sources, and (iii) congruent with the workflow and
individual decision maker’s role in the mission, workload, time pressure and exper-
1Communications intelligence, signals intelligence, electro-optical/infrared images, radar, human
intelligence, financial and social transactions, web-sites, twitter feeds, databases, other decision-
makers (human or automated agents), etc.
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tise. More than forty years of empirical evidence from psychology, and more recently
from electro-physiological studies, suggest that context can profoundly affect the
choice behavior in humans as well as a number of species, including insects and birds
[155, 156, 66, 84, 128, 68, 52, 15]. Previous research on a network of DMs perform-
ing distributed event detection (hypothesis testing) and command organizations per-
forming specific missions has demonstrated the importance of context in team decision
making [86, 109, 108, 113, 112, 114, 111, 110, 115, 116, 117, 150, 147, 148, 149, 27, 146].
The results show that (i) choice behavior of a DM is different when he/she is part
of team versus acting alone, (ii) team expertise is a result of coupled individual and
team level decision processes, (iii) teams that can readily adapt to novel or changing
circumstances outperform those that are inflexible, and (iv) maximal decision accu-
racy with minimal level of communication is achieved when teams are matched to (or
congruent with) the task environment. Thus, context-based decision models, and the
concomitant proactive decision support tools, are vital to superior team performance
tasked with specific missions.
Effective planning is a necessary component for success in the battlefield. Con-
sequently, the focus of this thesis is on context-driven optimization-based resource
management and anomaly detection algorithms associated with planning in dynamic,
uncertain and asymmetric environments. Planning is the process of assigning rele-
vant resources to tasks in order to achieve one or more goals as well as satisfying
a set of mission constraints. A comprehensive planning problem involves Boethius’
who, what, why, how, where, when, with what [58], implying who has the expertise to
make the plan (DMs who may be humans or autonomous agents), what needs to be
planned (tasks, jobs, and actions to be executed using assets or resources), why make
the plan (desired goal or objective function), how to achieve the expected outcome
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(the assignment of assets to tasks, sequencing of activities arranged as a directed
graph), where the plan is executed (task location or mission area), when the plan is
executed (start time and duration for each task), and with what facilities to make the
plan (contextual information about tasks, assets, desired objectives, DM’s cognitive
states, etc.).
In order to facilitate effective and efficient communication of context-dependent
high value data/information/knowledge within the decision making processes of a
team during mission planning/re-planning, we developed and transitioned to the ex-
ternal organizations: i) generic and widely applicable methods for representing mis-
sions, environment, assets and threats (termed “domain or abstract or conceptual
context models”) and instantiating these models with operational data (resulting in
“operational context models”) in order to detect context changes early (“incipient
context change detection”), infer the current context (“root cause analysis”), project
the impact of changed context (“prediction” or “prognosis”) on the mission goals, and
proactively explore decision alternatives to exploit opportunities or mitigate the neg-
ative consequences of a changed context and to achieve the “commander’s intent,” ii)
reliable methods for information selection, valuation and prioritization, iii) a general-
izable and scalable communication protocol that enables context-driven information
dissemination across DMs, iv) context-driven proactive decision support algorithms
and the concomitant software for context determination, impact analysis and courses
of action (COAs) recommendation. Our concept is consistent with Simon’s model of
the decision making process [142], as well as Endsley’s situation awareness model [45]
mapped to customized situation awareness.
We posit context as a two-level (i.e., conceptual and operational), multidimen-
sional (composed of Mission, Environment, Assets, Threats (MEAT)) feature space
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that adapts to the DM’s role, workload, time pressure, task expertise, and a variety
of other cognitive states pertaining to human performance. Context-driven decision
making is one of finding and integrating decision-relevant information from opera-
tional data by responding to an evolving operational context, e.g., changing mis-
sion objectives, sudden environmental changes, asset breakdown/availability, pop-up
threats and DMs’ needs. Indeed, we now have access to vastly more data than we
have ever had before and more data on things that have never before been rendered
into a data format. Thus, it is imperative that tools and techniques be developed
to summarize, find the meaning in, and nd patterns in such heterogeneous datasets
so that high-valued information is identified and delivered to DMs with the aims of
eliminating superfluous data/information, improving the agility of decision support
systems (DSS) by developing new ways of correlating data to predict where events
will take place in real-time. A proactive DSS represents, identifies, exploits and com-
municates context-relevant information to DMs with real-time context-driven COA
recommendations, while evaluating ‘what-if ’ scenarios for achieving superior mission
performance and mitigating the error-prone planning processes.
1.2 Outline of the Dissertation
This dissertation is organized as follows: In Chapter 2, we validate two approximate
dynamic programming approaches on a maritime interdiction problem involving the
allocation of multiple heterogeneous assets over a large area of responsibility to in-
terdict multiple drug smugglers using heterogeneous types of transportation on the
sea with varying contraband weights. The asset allocation is based on a probability
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of activity surface, which represents spatio-temporal target activity obtained by in-
tegrating intelligence data on drug smuggler whereabouts/waypoints for contraband
transportation, behavior models, and meteorological and oceanographic information.
We validate the proposed architectural and algorithmic concepts via several realis-
tic mission scenarios. We conduct sensitivity analyses to quantify the robustness and
proactivity of our approach, as well as to measure the value of information used in the
allocation process. The contributions of this chapter have been transitioned to and
are currently being tested by Joint Interagency Task Force–South (JIATF-South), an
organization tasked with providing the initial line of defense against drug trafficking
in the East Pacific and Caribbean Oceans.
In Chapter 3, we present TMPLAR, a mixed-initiative tool for multi-objective
planning and asset routing in dynamic and uncertain environments. TMPLAR is built
upon multi-objective dynamic programming algorithms to route assets in a timely
fashion, while considering fuel efficiency, voyage time, distance, and adherence to real
world constraints (asset vehicle limits, navigator-specified deadlines, etc.). TMPLAR
has the potential to be applied in a variety of contexts, including ship, helicopter,
or unmanned aerial vehicle routing. The tool provides recommended schedules, con-
sisting of waypoints, associated arrival and departure times, asset speed and bearing,
that are optimized with respect to several objectives. The ship navigation is exac-
erbated by the need to address multiple conflicting objectives, spatial and temporal
uncertainty associated with the weather, multiple constraints on asset operation, and
the added capability of waiting at a waypoint with the intent to avoid bad weather,
conduct opportunistic training drills, or both. The key algorithmic contribution is
a multi-objective shortest path algorithm for networks with stochastic non-convex
edge costs and the following problem features: 1) time windows on nodes, 2) ability
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to choose vessel speed to next node subject to (minimum and/or maximum) speed
constraints, 3) ability to select the power plant configuration at each node, 4) ability
to wait at a node. The algorithm is demonstrated on six real world routing scenarios
by comparing its performance against an existing operational routing algorithm.
Chapter 4 contains new research contributions when leveraging TMPLAR in the
context of a fastest-path sailing vessel routing problem. An iterative procedure to
solve the nonlinear problem of fastest-path sailing vessel routing in an environment
with variable winds and currents is proposed. In routing of a sailing vessel, the only
control variable is the pointing (heading) of the vessel (assuming the sails are chosen
and trimmed optimally). Sailing vessel routing is highly nonlinear when considering
environmental factors such as winds and currents, and the behavior of the boat,
given the weather conditions (i.e., polar diagrams and more detailed tables predict
how fast one can sail, given the vessel’s pointing relative to the true wind and the wind
speed). The key algorithmic contribution of this chapter is a fastest-path algorithm
for graphs with non-convex edge costs that depend on weather, current, and boat
polars. Scenarios are simulated and tested to compare the proposed algorithm against
open-source routing software validated by active sailors.
We summarize and discuss the research impact of the proposed approaches in
Chapter 5.
1.3 Publications
Journal papers that are accepted and published with primary authorship include
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Chapter 2
Context-Aware Dynamic Asset
Allocation for Maritime
Interdiction Operations
2.1 Introduction
2.1.1 Motivation
The illicit drug trade is an extremely profitable industry and it is estimated that the
consumers in the United States of America alone spend as much as USD $150 billion
per year on black market drugs. Of this, it is estimated that USD $37 billion is spent
on cocaine alone. It is a problem of national, and increasingly international, concern
[157], [158]. This problem increased exponentially with the advent of narco-terrorism
and the prospect of terrorists using narcotics smuggling techniques to transport ter-
rorists or weapons of mass destruction into the country. Given the reduction in the
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national resources allocated to the counter-narcotics threat, it is of paramount im-
portance that smarter and faster decision support tools that integrate a wide variety
of information are developed to assist in this challenge of using less to accomplish
more. To do so requires effective hybrid human-machine systems.
The US Navy has shown a growing interest in mixed-initiative human-machine
systems and mastering information dominance for effective context-driven operations.
To do so requires transfer of the right data from the right sources in the right context
to the right decision maker (DM) at the right time for the right purpose – a concept
known as 6R [143]. If a dynamically developing context can be understood by the
DM, appropriate courses of actions can be carried out given unfolding events. In the
context of maritime operations, DMs must assimilate information from a multitude
of sources before making decisions on the strategy to be followed each day. If these
DMs are better informed about what to expect given the currently accessible data,
as well as what they might expect in the case of unforeseen events, effective decisions
can be made with regard to the courses of action.
Currently, much planning for narcotics seizures is performed by humans inter-
preting large amounts of data, including weather forecasts, intelligence, and recently
reported contacts of interest. Each day, the targeting analysts must process and
interpret all of this data and agree upon a course of action amounting to where lim-
ited detection and interdiction vessels should be allocated to disrupt the maximum
amount of shipments over a multi-day targeting cycle. The consolidation of large
amounts of data and possible strategies into a single asset allocation optimizer is
beneficial for both algorithmic purposes and human understanding. To support this
transition to a human-machine collaborative mode of operation, we have developed an
optimization-based modeling framework and the associated decision support software
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Figure 2.1: The counter-smuggling problem viewed from a stochastic control standpoint.
Targeteers (decision makers) choose from a set of available interdiction assets and finalize
a course of action pertaining to routing the asset(s) over a near-time planning horizon.
Similar to the planning/decision process presented in [3], after the action is carried out,
information is gathered, processed, and fed back to the targeteer.
tool for dynamic resource management in counter-smuggling operations. This tool
[138] and the corresponding algorithms are intended to support targeting analysts in
identifying high probability areas of smuggler presence and to proactively develop a
set of high value courses of action.
The counter-smuggling problem presented in this chapter is viewed as a moving
horizon stochastic control problem, as illustrated in Fig. 2.1, where we consider
each block as an entity, such as a decision maker (DM), sensor, or asset, and the
link from each block represents the outcome of the block and its impact or influence
on the next block. It can be decomposed into surveillance and interdiction asset
allocation problems. This chapter focuses on the interdiction component, where DMs
(also termed targeteers) are responsible for allocating multiple surface vessels (viz.,
Navy ships, Coast Guard cutters) over a finite time horizon in an effort to disrupt the
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transportation of contraband. The DMs in Fig. 2.1 choose which interdiction assets to
allocate to which target based on target type and intelligence forecasting the target’s
trajectory (given in the form of probability of activity (PoA) surfaces [137, 60]). After
allocated assets attempt to interdict any identified targets, the mission environment
changes due to any interdictions that may occur. These environment changes are
recorded by sensors and operators, processed, and sent back to the DMs in the form
of target types and tracks, and are combined into another PoA surface, providing an
updated forecast for the next time horizon. The process then repeats.
2.1.2 Related Research
The problem of combating drug smuggling has been formulated from a variety of
viewpoints, such as the maximum-flow in a network [125] and as a multi-armed bandit
problem [31]. Some dynamic programming approaches have been formulated, but due
to the complexity of the problem space and intractability, alternative heuristics were
developed [126].
In [163], Wollmer formulates the drug interdiction problem as one of removing
a specified number of arcs from a network, and employs a dynamic programming
approach to identify the arcs to remove. The assumptions include no (or uniform)
interdiction costs and a planar graph as the problem space. Wood takes a similar
approach in [164], but considers interdiction resource constraints. He develops an
integer programming model for the problem to handle multiple resource constraints.
The approach takes into consideration both the adversary’s intent to maximize the
flow through the network and the interdictor’s intent to minimize the smuggler’s
intention to maximize the flow.
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Royset and Wood [125] extend the network model to a situation wherein an inter-
dictor must destroy a set of arcs on a capacitated network to simultaneously minimize
two objectives: 1) interdiction cost, and 2) maximum flow. They find a Pareto op-
timal solution to the problem using Lagrangian relaxation and a branch-and-bound
algorithm. For a scenario with one interdictor, their approach is one to two orders of
magnitude faster than an integer-programming solver. Lunday and Sherali formulate
a multi-objective dynamic network interdiction model in [85]. They develop a min-
max model assuming that interdictors use resources on arcs in a directed graph. The
problem is conceptualized as a finite set of two-player sequential games that consider
interdictor costs, evader flows, and evader penalties due to interdiction. Taking the
dual of the maximization problem, they reformulate their model as a mixed-integer
nonlinear program. In a similar vein, Washburn and Wood [159] pose the problem
as a series of two-person zero-sum games. They assume each arc to have a known
probability of detection and obtain a solution for scenarios with multiple interdic-
tors. Arc inspection is based on the inverse of these probabilities of detection as
opposed to probability of activity models accounting for weather and intelligence, as
is done by An et al. in [3] and Byers in [29]. Byers extends the network modeling
approach to drug interdiction by including Bayesian updating. The simulations use
the dynamic PoA surface to select appropriate actions. He considers a scenario with
one unmanned aerial vehicle and one ground-based interceptor to interdict multiple
targets with different deadlines.
A multi-armed bandit formulation of the counter-smuggling problem is considered
in [31] and [51]. In [31], Caulkins et al. formulate the problem as a two-armed bandit
problem. Their model is capable of allowing smugglers to adapt multiple routes and
even multiple modes of transportation such as air, land, and sea. However, their model
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is restricted to a single smuggler who desires to send a fixed amount in one shipment.
The cost to ship, risk compensation of the smuggler crew, cost if the shipment is
interdicted, and the maximum shipment size are included. Gift in [51] develops an
interdiction model to optimally place assets via stochastic optimization and solves
a multi-armed bandit problem. He formulates a dynamic programming approach to
be solved via backward-recursion, but due to the “curse of dimensionality” [120],
utilizes heuristic policies. Two types of heuristic policies are developed – one for the
evader (smuggler) and one for the defender (interdictor). The smuggler’s policy is
based on Gittins indices, while the interdictor asset allocation problem is solved via
a cross-entropy method.
The smuggler’s perspective is also considered by Bailey and Glazebrook in [10].
Finite horizon dynamic programming simulates the smuggler’s behavior as one of
maximizing specific characteristics, such as attainable profit. They develop a Monte
Carlo sampling procedure in order to generate estimates of random variables used
within the dynamic program, explicitly accounting for short-run profit goals, while
also weighing information gain. The smuggler seeks not only to smuggle contraband,
but also to obtain information on the interdictors’ whereabouts. Bailey and Glaze-
brook combine this approach with a stochastic seizure model for the interdictors. The
schedule for the cutters is very restrictive in this formulation, where it is assumed to
be done on a quarterly or a yearly basis and thus, they often cannot react to sudden
information updates on smugglers. Additionally, the interdictors are constrained to
a patrol area for anywhere from one to six weeks.
Stochastic dynamic programming models are further developed in [126] and [25]
for the drug interdiction problem. Rozen [126] considers a maritime interdiction
mission and develops a computationally intractable dynamic programming approach.
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Although the problem can be solved by backward recursion of the state values using
the Bellman equation, due to the size of the state space, a greedy heuristic is used
in testing instead. He uses a sub-optimal heuristic policy in lieu of the dynamic
programming approach to allocate assets in two scenarios – one problem space is
625 square nautical miles and the other is 1600 square nautical miles. Similarly, a
dynamic programming formulation is used in [25] by Bessman, but due to the length
of computational run time, he resorts to heuristics, as well. Bessman develops a
defender-attacker optimization model that, similar to An et al. in [3], uses the PoA
surfaces previously mentioned as the basis for asset allocation against smugglers.
He formulates a stochastic shortest path problem and represents smuggler behavior
as the output of an all-to-one label-correcting Temporal Dependence to One-Step
Dependence. Three different sensor types (one interdiction, two surveillance) are
considered for allocation to prosecute one type of target (among three possible). In
this defender-attacker model, smugglers are assumed to have imperfect knowledge of
possible sensor locations and are given the ability to modify their behavior accordingly
in response to this information.
We deviate from min-max and multi-armed bandit models of the drug interdiction
problem and formulate it as a finite horizon stochastic control problem with multiple
interdictors and multiple targets (each with different capabilities) over a large (on
the order of millions of square nautical miles) area of responsibility. The problem of
maximizing the number of interdictions, the amount of contraband interdicted, or the
probability of interdicting at least one smuggler is solved via two approximate dynamic
programming approaches by employing rollout and Gauss-Seidel iterations over assets.
We allow the possibility of two modes of operation, 1) routing interdiction vessels via
a path planning algorithm, and 2) allocating a patrol box, where the vessel, upon
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reaching the box, must reside in it for the remainder of the planning horizon. This
chapter also develops methods to generate the m-best interdiction asset allocations
for a decision maker to choose from. Additional contributions of this chapter include
validation and sensitivity analyses of the proposed solution approaches in order to
demonstrate the utility and feasibility and to compare to previous approaches, as
in [119]. Through exploitation of domain-specific information, we show that the
algorithms provide high quality solutions, given the NP-hard nature of the counter-
smuggling problem, where the DM(s) must allocate scarce heterogeneous resources
to moving targets of unknown certainty, with respect to location, time of departure,
etc.
2.2 Problem Model and Formulation
2.2.1 Problem Architecture
The issue of efficient cognizance of context and accordingly selecting a context-specific
action is complicated by the sheer amount of data that embodies a situation. Ask-
ing “useful” questions (such as Boethius’s who, what, why, how, where, when, with
what [122]) ameliorates the information acquisition problem somewhat by information
filtration, gaining knowledge about the context based on a relatively few extracted
features. Boethius’s questions aid in context awareness by DMs and are inherent to
the MEAT-H (Mission, Environment, Assets, Threats, and Human DMs) architec-
ture, proposed in [95] and shown in Fig. 2.2. Why and what pertain to the Mission
component which contains goals, desired performance, achievable performance, and
any constraints to be considered. Where pertains to the Environment component
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encompassing both the METOC information and the associated intelligence. With
what is answered in the Asset element of our context layer decomposition consisting
of suitable asset lists, asset degradation (if any), and the asset-to-task assignment.
The Asset and Threat components collaboratively answer the how and when of the
problem with asset-to-threat or conversely threat-to-asset assignments. Lastly, who,
what, and where are contained in the Threat category of the MEAT-H architecture,
as well as in the Human component, i.e., the DM(s) involved in the current context.
These last two components encompass the DM’s activities pertaining to the elimi-
nation of threat at hand, where the threat is as described by intelligence reports,
including target capability and trajectory.
Fig. 2.2 illustrates how the MEAT-H architecture is a viable one for context-
driven and proactive decision support systems such as the one developed here. The
Mission block comprises information pertaining to goals, desirable/achievable perfor-
mance and the constraints of the problem. The Environment block answers questions
pertaining to the nature of the mission environment, e.g., ocean surface, subsurface,
air, ground, space, and the static/dynamic obstacles requiring attention (intelligence).
The Assets block contains information relating to asset capabilities and availability,
and serves to answer the question of which asset(s) should be assigned to which
task(s) and how should the allocated asset(s) traverse to the mission area. The final
context block is Threats, which contains target requirements and locations, desired
completion and threat-to-asset assignments. The requirements address how tasks (to
prosecute targets) should be prioritized to attain the goals and when tasks should be
processed (scheduling). The DMs or Humans specify what needs to be done and need
to choose the best strategy to do so. The Human block thus contains the DM’s activ-
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Figure 2.2: Context can be decomposed into mission, environment, assets, and threats.
The human(s) must evaluate these pieces of information along with any quantifiable
metrics that may aid in context identification. The human can then decide which policy
to follow next. The MEAT-H architecture is used as a means of context decomposition for
the proposed approaches.
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ities, any necessary coordination, and the assigned work, with the aim of minimizing
the workload of the DM.
The maritime interdiction problem is further exacerbated by uncertainty and the
the dynamic nature of the problem. Goals and options may change and so DMs
may need to replan. DMs need to collaborate and communicate information in an
effective and efficient manner. There are multiple objectives the DMs can choose to
solve the asset allocation problem given the current context. This contributes further
to the complexity of the problem and highlights the need for “what-if” analyses.
With respect to the environment, there is a massive amount of sensor data that is
used to update the probability of activity surfaces used in each asset allocation. The
environment is time-dependent with the possibility of real-time and pop-up threats,
investigated later in this chapter. Asset capabilities are affected by METOC and there
is a chance of breakdown or need for re-allocation. Additionally, asset availabilities
vary with time. All of this combines to complicate matching of the assets’ capabilities
to each task’s requirements, especially since task information (or intelligence) may
not be accurate and the tasks may, of course, change based on the current context
and actions of the DM.
2.2.2 Problem Description
The maritime interdiction problem is one of bimarian drug trafficking disruption in
the East Pacific Ocean and the Caribbean Sea. The general mission consists of two
components: 1) surveillance (the detection, tracking of, and identification of contacts
of interest) and, 2) interdiction (the interception, investigation, and potential appre-
hension of suspects). In response to the need for information fusion and integration,
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Figure 2.3: Information flow and decisions (controls) in the counter-smuggling problem.
The decision support tool, Courses Of Action Simulation Tool (COAST) provides courses
of action (COAs) to the JIATF-South Targeting Team who then modify them as they see
fit. The manually entered COAs can then be fed back into the tool where the simulation
is rerun providing new outcomes to the targeting team, who can then provide further
feedback and modifications, if necessary.
we proposed a decision support system (DSS) in [138], named COAST or Courses
Of Action Simulation Tool, to host and utilize algorithms to provide auxiliary sup-
port to JIATF-South targeteers. We proposed different forms of visualizations to
enable DMs to understand the behavior of our algorithms and the presently evolving
context, while also providing functionality for human input and interaction in order
to effectively integrate both human and machine for mixed-initiative planning. The
information flow for the maritime interdiction problem is illustrated in Fig. 2.3.
We first solve a moving horizon dynamic resource management problem for both
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interdiction and surveillance [173] operations based on user-defined mission parame-
ters. We then provide suggested courses of action (COAs) that the DMs can interact
with, adjust and fine tune to simulate various “what-if” scenarios and to obtain a
satisfactory allocation. Visual and computational analytics are provided to communi-
cate reasons behind our algorithm’s behavior. From Fig. 2.3, intelligence and weather
function as sufficient statistics [20] – that is, COAST does not need to know specific
intel or METOC features, e.g., uncertainty associated with a drug trafficker, wave
heights, current speeds, etc. – and so these two inputs are combined in the form
of probability of activity (PoA) surfaces and used by COAST along with asset and
target models. After subsequent interaction with the JIATF-South targeting team, as
might be expected if a targeteer wants to fine tune COAs to his/her liking, the asset
allocations are carried out and observations from surveillance and interdiction assets
are sent back to the reachback cell in the form of situational reports or SITREPs.
The targeteer can specify multiple objective functions. The objectives considered and
analyzed in this chapter are:
O1 : Maximize the number of interdictions
O2 : Maximize the weight of the contraband interdicted
O3 : Maximize the probability of at least one interdiction
Additional objectives built into COAST include: O4 ) maximize the number of smug-
glers interdicted, and O5 ) maximize the number of unique interdictions, which will
be discussed in future extensions of this thesis.
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2.2.3 Problem Formulation
The notation used in the remainder of this chapter is listed in Table 2.1.
Let k be a planning epoch with inter-epoch interval of some fixed time resolution,
which may be dependent on the application or mission. We assume a moving horizon
frame of reference where k = 0 corresponds to the current time epoch, k = 1 corre-
sponds to the first planning epoch, and k = K corresponds to the final epoch to be
planned for. Thus, a DM must plan for a total of K periods using the PoA surfaces
as the basis for asset allocation. A forecast of PoA surfaces containing the evolu-
tion of smuggler probabilities is given to the DM at the beginning of every planning
period based on the latest information. Thus, we are seeking policies of the Open
Loop Optimal Feedback (OLOF) variety [20]. That is, given an asset allocation for
the current time horizon, we replan once we arrive at the next planning epoch, con-
tinuously making plans for K time epochs ahead of the current one. In this manner,
the resource allocation algorithm uses the most up-to-date information (intelligence)
available.
The primary control variable is which cell to route an interdiction asset i to next,
given its current location and the smugglers’ whereabouts, i.e., the PoA surfaces. A
secondary control variable is, implicitly, whether to launch a helicopter (if available
and onboard vessel i). The state variable is the current location of the ship (which is
where the onboard helicopter is also located). Hence, the DM must plan the locations
of all available interdiction assets yi(k), i ∈ Ik, k > 0. For each asset, the location
that is assigned by the DM corresponds to a discretized cell index g; thus, the planned
route for each asset consists of a time-incremented sequence of cells (g, k), g ∈ G for
k > 0, where G denotes the entire discretized area of responsibility (AOR) in grid
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Table 2.1: Summary of Notation
Bi(k) Set of contiguous cells allocated to interdiction asset i that
becomes active at time k
c Case index
C Total number of cases
CPoSIci (k) Cumulative probability of successful interdiction by asset i
for case c through to time epoch k
f System update function
F Current stage transition cost
g Cell index
G Area of responsibility (all grid cells)
i Interdiction asset index
Ik Set of available interdiction assets during time epoch k
J Approximate cost-to-go function
k Time epoch index
K Final period to be planned for (end of horizon)
PD Probability of detection
PI Probability of interdiction
PIAc Probability that case c will be interdicted by at least one
asset
PICi Probability that asset i will be able to interdict at least one
smuggler
PoA(g, k, c) Probability of activity in cell g during time epoch k with
respect to case c
PoSIci (k) Probability of successful interdiction by asset i for case c at
time epoch k
v¯i Maximum speed for interdiction asset i
¯
w Minimum side length of a patrol box
w¯ Maximum side length of a patrol box
yi (k) Location of interdiction asset i at the start of time epoch k
γk Discount factor for time epoch k (monotonically non-
increasing)
∆ Number of hours between each PoA surface update
ξ(c, k) Set of cells with nonzero probability for case c during time
epoch k
ω(c) Weight for case c
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form.
The probability of interdiction for surface ships has been investigated in [92] and
is used as the basis in our problem formulation (see Appendix A.2 for one example).
For the sake of simplicity, we assume that the probability of detection, PD, and
the probability of interdiction, PI, are known functions of the asset’s position yi(k)
(or patrol box Bi(k) if an alternative mode of operation is specified) and smuggler
location g. With respect to objectives O1 and O2, the reward available to asset i in
current time epoch k is,
F (yi (k)) =
∑
c
ω (c)
∑
g∈ξ(c,k)
PoA (g, k, c) · [PI (g, yi (k))PD (g, yi (k))] , (2.1)
where ξ(c, k) is the set of all cells with nonzero probability of activity for case c at
time k, and ω(c) is a case-dependent weighting function that values more contraband
over less (and is known a priori due to given intel data). With respect to objective
O3, (2.1) must be altered to replace the summation over c with a maximization. That
is,
F (yi (k)) = max
c
∑
g∈ξ(c,k)
PoA (g, k, c) ·
[PI (g, yi (k))PD (g, yi (k))] . (2.2)
Note that the maximization in (2.2) is time-dependent, since the case with the cor-
responding maximum probability of successful interdiction may differ at each time
step. Methods for aggregating historical and case data are discussed in Avvari et
al. [8] when data on historical smuggling patterns are available. For each asset i,
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given the allocation policies of other assets, we wish to maximize a reward function
J(yi(k)), where the path of each asset is interpreted as the policy to take at the cur-
rent time epoch k = 0. Formally, and using (2.1) or (2.2) given the chosen objective,
the dynamic programming recursion is given by (2.4) for location y∗i (k), projected
to maximize the expected reward given any future uncertainties (contained within a
system update function f , detailed in (2.3), specifying the next location of the asset
i, given its current location yi(k) and a bound on its velocity, v¯i, assumed known).
yi (k + 1) = f (yi (k) , v¯i) , k = 0, 1, . . . , K − 1 (2.3)
J (y∗i (k)) = max
yi(k)
E {F (yi (k)) + γJ (f (yi (k) , v¯i))} (2.4)
A similar formulation follows for the second approach where we replace yi(k) by Bi(k)
and adhere to constraints on the patrol box dimensions. These two approaches may
be summarized as follows:
Algorithm I:
Path planning via 1-step lookahead rollout strategy to conduct a forward-
backward mixed search process over time, for a given asset
Algorithm II:
Patrol box placement via discounted time-aggregated value iterative forward
rollout
Flowcharts summarizing the basics of these algorithms (referred to as Algorithms I
and II) are illustrated in Figs. 2.4 and 2.5, of which the corresponding pseudocode is
detailed in Appendix A.1.
The probability of successful interdiction (PoSI) is defined as in (2.5) for asset i
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Algorithm I Start
Input PoA
surfaces and
initial asset
locations
Find all time epochs
with PoA(g, k, c) > θ ≥
0 and sort in descending
order by cardinality
Allocate for the time epoch
with greatest number of
cells where PoA(g, k, c) >
θ ≥ 0 (forward and
backward) and remove
from the sorted list
Allocate interdiction asset i
given any previous and fu-
ture allocated time epochs
and asset’s initial position
All assets
allocated?
All time epochs
allocated for?
i ← i + 1
Output asset
positions y∗i (k)∀i, kStop
i← 0
YesNo
Yes
No
Figure 2.4: A flowchart detailing the sequence of steps for Algorithm I.
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Algorithm II Start
Input PoA
surfaces and
initial asset
locations
Aggregate temporally
discounted PoA
surfaces given each
asset’s reachable range
Calculate distances to
peak(s) within reachable
range of each asset
and sort distances
in ascending order
Find the next asset
without an alloca-
tion corresponding
to next smallest
distance to a peak
Find patrol box
and remove the
area as available for
allocation for the
remaining assets
All assets
allocated?
Output patrol
boxes B∗i (k)∀i, k
Stop
Yes
No
Figure 2.5: A flowchart detailing the sequence of steps for Algorithm II.
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with respect to case c at some time k, and the corresponding chosen asset location
y∗i (k).
PoSIci (k) = 1−
∑
g∈ξ(c,k)
PoA (g, k, c) · [1− PI (g, y∗i (k))PD (g, y∗i (k))] (2.5)
The cumulative probability of successful interdiction, CPoSI, over the entire time
horizon (k = 1, . . . , K) is calculated for each asset and for each case via (2.6).
CPoSIci (K) = 1−
K∏
k=1
(1− PoSIci (k)) (2.6)
The probability that asset i will be able to interdict at least one smuggler is based
on (2.7).
PICi = 1−
C∏
c=1
(1− CPoSIci (K)) (2.7)
The probability that case c will be interdicted by at least one asset, denoted PIAc,
is calculated based on (2.8).
PIAc = 1−
|I|∏
i=1
(1− CPoSIci (K)) (2.8)
The expected number of interdictions is simply the summation of the probabilities
that a case will be interdicted, summed based on (2.9).
C∑
c=1
PIAc (2.9)
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2.2.4 Complexity Reduction
To reduce the complexity of the maritime interdiction problem, we employ a rollout
strategy and Gauss-Seidel (the method of successive displacements).
The rollout strategy has been successfully applied to sequential stochastic decision
problems in the past [22, 23, 59, 151, 154] and we make use of this type of approx-
imation, as well. A rollout strategy consists of suboptimal methods reminiscent of
policy iteration in dynamic programming and can be summarized as policy explo-
ration from the starting block of a computationally tractable policy, which is then
improved via online learning and simulation. Online implementation is feasible and
the approximation is simple enough that a rollout strategy is an appealing option in
our approximate dynamic program.
The rollout strategy is combined with the Gauss-Seidel method [21] in the pro-
posed algorithms. The method is iterative in nature and was originally utilized to
solve a system of linear equations. As applied in [3], we choose an asset i ∈ Ik, and
allocate it to obtain the maximum possible reward considering all the other active
assets’ trajectories (assumed to be fixed at each iteration of the method) or patrol
box allocations, and any concomitant constraints. This method is then applied to
all other assets in turn until each asset has been allocated over the planning horizon,
obtaining a (local) maximum over the active objective function.
At each iteration, i−1 assets have been allocated, thus, the positions of these assets
are known when allocating the i-th asset. Additionally, the locations of the remaining
assets, as of the previous iteration, are also known. Hence, when allocating asset i,
the positions of all of the other assets remain fixed and known, satisfying collision
avoidance constraints.
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2.2.5 Context-driven COAST
COAST integrates intelligence and the historical and environment data, received in
the form of PoA surfaces and used as input into the tool as a JSON (JavaScript Object
Notation) file. The PoA surfaces, similar to the Piracy Attack Risk Surfaces (or
PARS) introduced in [3, 60, 137], are grids of probabilities indicating the probability
of smuggler presence in various cells within the area of responsibility and, along with
the available interdiction resources, serve as the main inputs for devising a course of
action.
Dominguez et al. [44] list five cognitive challenges in building a decision support
system for context-driven decision in dynamic mission environments:
1. Projecting current data into the future;
2. Quickly getting and integrating vital ownership, contact, and environmental
information to make a decision under time pressure and high stress;
3. Building and maintaining a vertical picture of the operating space in high stress
situations, especially littoral environments;
4. Spotting leverage points and managing uncertainty in highly dynamic environ-
ments;
5. Performing “what-if” analyses during re-planning sessions.
Items 1-3 are addressed via COAST and its embedded Google Earth interface [138].
A time slider is available for the DM to intuitively view future forecasts in the PoA
maps. The native time slider in Google Earth has been modified to have the following
functionality: 1) click and play functionality – the DM, after clicking the play button,
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sees the progression of the asset allocation and PoA forecast progress over the time
horizon (usually 72 h), 2) manually click and drag to view a snapshot of the fore-
cast/asset allocation at a particular time instant, and 3) time overlap functionality
to view all contour maps for the time horizon to be planned for. COAST, as a DSS
tool, answers the second and third cognitive challenges of information integration.
Provided the proper web services are in place, it can display all the vital information
including, but not limited to, individual asset information, smuggler presence prob-
abilities, asset location and future/past paths, and COA explanations as to why a
particular path was chosen for an interdiction asset. Past paths are displayed differ-
ently compared to future paths enabling the DM to immediately see past actions of the
interdiction vessels while, simultaneously viewing the projected paths recommended
by COAST.
The fourth item is addressed via the embedded COAST interface. The PoA sur-
faces themselves have uncertainty associated with them. The aforementioned contour
plots have probabilities spread out over the area of responsibility. The more uncer-
tainty associated with a target, the larger these probability tracks will be, i.e. if
intelligence associated with a target specifies a departure window of ± 3 h, the cor-
responding individual probability surface will be a spread of probabilities located
compactly within a contained area. By contrast, if the intelligence associated with an
individual target has a departure window of ± 72 h, then the entire path, if the path
takes up to 3 days to traverse, will be shown due to the much higher uncertainty asso-
ciated with knowing when and where the target will exist over the planning horizon.
Since the exact time of departure is unknown, the contour maps display essentially
the projected path the smuggler is expected to take from some possibly known start-
ing point(s) to some possibly known destination(s). Additionally, probabilities will
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spread out at waypoints if there is any associated uncertainty. That is, if a small
waypoint box can be extracted from intelligence information, the probabilities will
spread out less around these points. The larger the waypoint box(es), the larger the
spread in probabilities. Finally, an overall “confidence factor” may be entered by
the DM to convey how trustworthy they think the source of intelligence to be. This
confidence or uncertainty is propagated into the surfaces and the optimization tool
when performing the asset allocation. Thus, in this vein, uncertainty is conveyed
both spatially and temporally, and the human DM may choose to be in the loop
and adjust uncertainties that will be reflected in the display and subsequently, the
solution output.
COAST’s strongpoint is its flexibility in addressing the need for “what-if” scenar-
ios between re-planning sessions. A powerful component of the tool is the method
in which we propose to aid the DM in understanding the reasoning behind the COA
output by COAST. With respect to the first point, the targeteer can choose to view
the entire scenario for “big picture” analysis or choose to concentrate on individual
or a group of cases. Via a checkbox list, probability maps corresponding to each
smuggler can be toggled on and off. If one target surface is displayed to the human
(targeteer), then the algorithms will only focus on that particular case. Similarly,
if multiple target surfaces are displayed when the algorithm is invoked, only those
cases will be solved for. COAST was built to allow for multiple types of DM input
with respect to COA selection and planning. The targeteers can manually enter a
COA by moving the time slider and dragging and dropping assets. After doing so
and after the algorithm has been run, the resulting performance can be displayed
via a performance metrics panel [138] explaining how well the COA is expected to
do with respect to any of the specified objectives (O1 -O5 ) over the time horizon.
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Alternatively, the DM can run the COAST DSS without any manual input and a
user-defined number of COAs will be displayed. A DM can interactively change the
allocations by accepting or rejecting waypoints along the suggested path generated by
interdiction Algorithm I, or move and/or resize the patrol boxes found via Algorithm
II. If a waypoint is anchored for an interdiction asset in Algorithm I, or a patrol box
accepted in Algorithm II, COAST can be rerun, taking into account user input. The
tool provides maximum flexibility with respect to cases to be solved, assets to be
used, and locations to be visited at a specific time.
2.3 Simulation and Computational Results
Algorithms I and II were evaluated against each other in the results presented in this
section. While the algorithms are currently being tested by JIATF-South, the data
the targeteers use is classified and so realistic scenarios emulating characteristics of
real cases are used instead. After describing the mission scenario, our computational
results are organized as follows: We first evaluate the path planning and patrol box
placement algorithms (Algorithms I and II, respectively) with respect to objectives
O1 –O3 and their run times. Algorithm II, which is consistent with the current
concept of operations, is selected for further sensitivity analysis with respect to the
MEAT-H elements. We address questions such as: which of the objectives O1 –O3
results in a robust asset allocation in dynamic mission scenarios? What if the PoA
surfaces have uncertainty? What is the impact of new cases (pop-up threats)? How
often should the PoA information be updated?
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Table 2.2: Smuggler Cases
Case Case ID Vessel Type
Speed
(kts)
Payload
(kg)
Departure
Uncertainty
(hours)
1 GF1 GO FAST 50 1000 2
2 SP1 SPSSa 15 5000 4
3 GF2 GO FAST 50 1500 24
4 MV1 MVb 15 2000 5
5 GF3 GO FAST 50 1000 2
6 GF4 GO FAST 50 1000 2
7 SP2 SPSS 15 2500 3
8 SP3 SPSS 50 5000 48
9 GF5 GO FAST 50 2000 2
aSelf-Propelled Semi-Submersible
bMerchant Vessel
2.3.1 Scenario Description
The AOR in the simulated scenario incorporated two main areas of operation: the
East Pacific Ocean and the Caribbean Sea. The PoA surfaces corresponding to this
AOR were partitioned into a grid of 83 × 91 cells, where each cell is a square with a
side length of 30 nautical miles. The total area of the AOR was ≈ 6.8 million square
nautical miles. The lower left corner of the rectangular AOR had a latitude and
longitude of 10◦ S, 110◦ W, respectively. The PoA surfaces forecasted nine smuggler
cases of which four were located in the East Pacific Ocean and five were located in
the Caribbean Sea. The details for each case can be found in Table 2.2 and Fig. 2.6.
Three different types of smuggler vessels were considered: 1.) Go Fasts – small, fast
boats capable of reaching high speeds, 2.) Self-Propelled Semi-Submersibles (SPSS)
– narco-submarines capable of shifting heavy loads long distances while almost fully
submerged under the ocean’s surface [161], and 3.) Merchant Vessels – merchant ships
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Figure 2.6: The simulation results involve an extreme scenario involving a total of nine
smuggler cases over 72 h. Each line above has a corresponding case ID, found in Table 2.2.
Point of origin, destination, and waypoints (if any) are indicated as red dots. The AORs
were the East Pacific Ocean (at left) and the Caribbean Sea (at right). The smuggler
benchmark scenario is as given in [119].
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Case 1
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Figure 2.7: Chart displaying when each smuggler case is active over the 72 hour time
horizon. With the exception of Case 1, cases are active up through time K = 72 and do
not necessarily end at that time, but rather, due to the time horizon of the forecast data,
are truncated.
containing large quantities of cocaine aboard. Each case had a unique departure,
destination, and waypoint combination. Waypoints are defined as possible areas in
the ocean where the cargo is transferred to another vessel or a change in trajectory
of the smuggler is predicted. Additionally, each case also had an associated payload
measured in kg of cocaine. This is relevant when we run the algorithm with objective
O2. An important fact to note is that each case had different start and end times.
Fig. 2.7 details the time epochs when each smuggler case was deemed active. Cases
with high uncertainty had wide bands of PoA. High uncertainty is dependent on the
type of smuggler vessel (e.g., SPSSs can be extremely difficult to detect, thus the
corresponding PoA surfaces reflect this in long broad bands of probability), and/or
departure time uncertainty.
Five assets were considered as available for allocation during the planning horizon.
These five assets consisted of three types of vessels commonly used in JIATF-South
counter-smuggling operations: frigates, and Coast Guard medium and high endurance
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Table 2.3: Asset Capabilities
Asset
Type
Quantity
Maximum
Speed
(kts)
Surface
Radar
Range
(nm)
Available
Helicopters
Helicopter
Launch
Time
(min)
Response
Time
(min)
Initial
Location
(longitude,
latitude)
FFGa 3 29 50 2 10 30
(-88,8.5),
(-95.5,0.5),
(-82,14)
WMECb 1 20 95 2 10 30 (-81,18)
WHECc 1 29 172 2 10 30 (-80,6.5)
SH-60d 10 146 - - 10 30 -
a Frigate b Coast Guard Medium Endurance Cutter c Coast Guard High Endurance Cutter
d Sikorsky Seahawk Helicopter
cutters. Each vessel type’s capabilities are detailed in Table 2.3. For interdiction
purposes, we assumed that two Seahawk helicopters were available for use aboard
each vessel, whose capabilities are also listed in Table 2.3.
We simulated the scenario using a discount factor of γ = 0.99 and PoA forecasts
had a granularity of one hour (i.e., the forecasted surfaces were for each hour, on
the hour, thus ∆ = 1 h). The forecasts extended to 72 h out from the current time
(K = 72) and an asset allocation solution was needed for each time epoch (i.e., in
this instance, each hour) in order for the algorithm to terminate.
2.3.2 Results
Algorithm I
Using the aforementioned values for the parameters, we tested all three objectives for
both discussed approaches in an attempt to allocate the five specified assets over the
72 h duration of the simulation. With respect to Algorithm I, the results are displayed
for objective O1 in Table 2.4, objective O2 in Table 2.5, and objective O3 in Table
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Table 2.4: Objective O1: Maximize Number of Interdictions
Asset Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4 Case 5 Case 6 Case 7 Case 8 Case 9 PIC
FFG-01 - - - - - - 0.86 0.50 - 0.93
FFG-02 - - - - - - 0.91 0.23 - 0.93
FFG-03 0.52 0.80 - - - - - - - 0.90
WMEC - - 0.16 0.51 - - - - - 0.59
WHEC - - - - - 0.95 1.00 0.05 - 1.00
PIA 0.52 0.80 0.16 0.51 - 0.95 1.00 0.64 - a,b
aExpected number of interdictions: 4.58
bExpected weight of contraband disrupted: 12,430 kg
Table 2.5: Objective O2: Maximize Weight of Contraband Interdicted
Asset Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4 Case 5 Case 6 Case 7 Case 8 Case 9 PIC
FFG-01 - - - - - - 0.96 0.50 - 0.98
FFG-02 - - - - - - 0.93 0.22 - 0.95
FFG-03 0.97 0.25 - - - - - - - 0.98
WMEC - - 0.18 0.82 - - - - - 0.85
WHEC - - - - - 1.00 1.00 0.05 - 1.00
PIA - 0.97 0.39 0.82 - 1.00 1.00 0.63 - a,b
aExpected number of interdictions: 4.81
bExpected weight of contraband disrupted: 13,725 kg
2.6. In each of these tables, the cumulative probability of successful interdiction is
displayed for each asset with respect to each case.
We refer to Tables 2.4-2.6 as COA matrices [138]. These matrices allow for effi-
cient communication of an algorithm’s solution quality to targeteers. Based on the
probabilities calculated from (2.5)-(2.9), valuable information, such as the “goodness”
of an allocation can be ascertained. The COA matrices aid the DM in understanding
the reasoning behind the algorithm’s behavior and output. These matrices may be
generated to describe allocation performance at a particular time epoch or, as shown
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Table 2.6: Objective O3: Maximize Probability of at Least One Interdiction (Per Asset)
Asset Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4 Case 5 Case 6 Case 7 Case 8 Case 9 PIC
FFG-01 - - - - - - 1.00 0.21 - 1.00
FFG-02 - - - - - - 1.00 0.29 - 1.00
FFG-03 0.50 0.82 - 1.00 0.03 - - - - 1.00
WMEC - 1.00 0.35 1.00 0.86 - - - - 1.00
WHEC - - - - - - 1.00 0.60 - 1.00
PIA 0.50 1.00 0.35 1.00 0.86 - 1.00 0.77 - a,b
aExpected number of interdictions: 5.48
bExpected weight of contraband disrupted: 15,235 kg
in Tables 2.4-2.6, the cumulative asset allocation performance up to that point in
time (in Tables 2.4-2.6, up through K = 72). We utilize these COA matrices when
understanding the algorithm’s behavior for each objective.
As shown from Table 2.2, a maximum number of 9 interdictions were possible in
the simulated scenario for Algorithm I. The maximum possible weight of contraband
to disrupt totaled 21 000 kg of cocaine. From Tables 2.4-2.5, we see, at minimum, the
asset allocation policy solution was expected to result in interdicting more than half
of the smugglers over the 72 h time period, specifically achieving approximately a
51% success rate, measured with respect to objective O1. Additionally, the minimum
expected weight of disrupted cargo totaled 12 430 kg of cocaine, corresponding to
more than a 59% success rate, measured with respect to objective O2.
Objective O3 performed the best among all objectives with respect to both num-
ber of interdictions and weight of contraband disrupted, implying that in such a sce-
nario where five or more interdictors are available for allocation, it is advantageous to
allocate with the intention of maximizing the probability of at least one interdiction
per asset. Decomposition of the problem into smaller subproblems of maximizing ex-
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pected interdictions or expected weight of contraband disrupted for each asset results
in overall higher performance than attempting to maximize with respect to all of the
assets. As seen in Table 2.6, running the algorithm with objective O3 provided a
solution where 5.48 smugglers were expected to be interdicted, or nearly 61% of the
maximum possible interdictions. With respect to the weight of contraband disrupted
among these expected interdictions, objective O3 resulted in an impressive 73% of to-
tal contraband payload expected to be jettisoned or recovered, meaning our heuristic
and rollout has room for improvement with respect to objectives O1 and O2.
An interesting point to note is the change in the priorities among the objectives
being reflected in Tables 2.4-2.6. Depending on the objective, certain cases were ne-
glected either due to the difficulty of reaching the case from the asset’s location, or
due to the case having low priority or expected low return on asset resource invest-
ment. Case 9 was consistently neglected across each simulated scenario due in part
to the speed at which the smuggler was traveling (50 kts), as well as due to each
asset’s prior position that may have been advantageous to interdict another smuggler
instead. Case 9 was atypical in that it was isolated and far removed from the other
cases. The algorithm’s behavior in disregarding this case is explained in that during
asset allocation, it prioritized areas with expected high concentrations of drug traf-
ficking over the forecasted 72 h. Consequently, the assets’ paths tended to gravitate
towards Central America.
Algorithm II
With respect to Algorithm II, for sake of compactness, we omit the entire COA ma-
trices used in demonstrating the performance of Algorithm I and instead, quantify
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Table 2.7: Algorithm Comparison
Interdictions Contraband Disrupted (kg)
Objective Algorithm I Algorithm II Algorithm I Algorithm II
O1 4.58 5.18 12,430 13,713
O2 4.81 3.94 13,725 11,377
O3 5.48 5.18 15,235 13,444
the goodness of the allocation through comparison with Algorithm I as measured
by the expected number of interdictions and the expected weight of contraband dis-
rupted. We obtained allocations using a minimum patrol box side length of
¯
w = 1.5
nautical miles and a maximum patrol box side length of w¯ = 3.5 nautical miles. The
comparison is shown in numerical form in Tables 2.7 and 2.8 and in a normalized
graph in Fig. 2.8, from which we see both algorithms have favorable results. Table
2.8 shows individual results for each objective on a case by case basis. The sums of
the totals for each column are shown in Table 2.7 and compared against Algorithm
II. Fig. 2.8 shows a normalized representation of the results in Table 2.7, where
the largest possible number of interdictions and contraband disrupted was utilized
as a basis to normalize both metrics, respectively, to equally compare the expected
number of interdictions and contraband weight disrupted. Thus, O3 via Algorithm I
served as the basis for how well the algorithms perform since that allocation achieved
both the highest number of interdictions and most contraband disrupted, as discussed
previously.
From Fig. 2.8, we see that Algorithm II is unable to obtain a better solution than
Algorithm I does when solving for O3, but it performs comparably good or better
than the remaining objectives when solving for O1 or O3. Assuming Algorithm I
as the baseline, Algorithm II provided a solution that resulted in 13.1% more smug-
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Figure 2.8: A normalized view comparing the performance of the two algorithms, with
respect to the expected number of interdictions (O1 ), the expected weight of contraband
disrupted (O2 ), and the probability of at least one interdiction (O3 ) based on the
allocation.
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Table 2.8: Algorithm II performance per case for each objective
Objective Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4 Case 5 Case 6 Case 7 Case 8 Case 9
O1 0.72 0.90 0.46 - 0.47 0.91 0.86 0.85 0.002
O2 0.31 0.85 0.30 - 0.48 0.66 0.56 0.76 0.004
P
I
A
O3 0.72 0.96 0.48 - 0.53 0.87 0.91 0.71 0.006
glers interdicted and 10.3% more contraband disrupted when solving for Objective
O1, whereas for objectives O2 and O3, there was a performance decrease. Drops of
18.1% and 5.5% in expected interdictions were observed when solving for Objectives
O2 and O3, respectively. Likewise, there was a respective 17.1% and 11.8% drop
in the expected amount of contraband disrupted. A large drop in performance is
observed when solving for Objective O2 indicating that when allocating patrol boxes
to interdiction assets, it may not be favorable to solely focus on the amount of con-
traband. Focusing only on the amount of contraband results in a large amount of
effort allocated to drug smugglers purported to be carrying considerable amounts of
cargo, but may sacrifice opportunities elsewhere, especially if the case turns out to
be a false alarm, as will be discussed in the next subsection. This is shown in Table
2.8, where we see higher probabilities for cases corresponding to larger amounts of
contraband, but much lower probabilities of interdicting the remaining cases.
It is difficult to compare the results with those obtained via other approaches
since we exploit domain-specific information, which allows for both faster runtimes
and higher solution quality. Pietz [119] developed multiple approaches to solve the
counter-drug smuggling resource allocation problem and provides a thorough compar-
ison of performance, optimality, and CPU runtimes; he uses well-known optimization
approaches, including greedy, branch and bound, clustering heuristic, and Gauss-
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Seidel-type algorithms. Since these are generalized approaches and do not exploit all
available domain-specific information, a fair comparison to the developed algorithms
in this chapter is difficult. However, the algorithms in [119] and ours were compared
on the same scenarios as in Table 2.7. The maximum contraband interdicted via
the approaches developed in [119] was 7851.4 kg. The runtime significantly differed,
as well, ranging from 3.1 s (and an expected 6380.5 kg contraband seizure) via one
clustering heuristic approach to 24 947.9 s (and an expected disruption of 7851.4
kg of contraband) for the developed branch and bound algorithm. Evidently, the
problem formulation in [119] is overly constrained to be able to use general purpose
optimization algorithms and this resulted in substantially less expected contraband
interdicted.
2.3.3 Sensitivity Analysis
Here, we introduce perturbations with respect to the Environment, Asset, and Threat
components in the previously discussed MEAT-H architecture.
Runtime
Though Algorithm II was unable to obtain the best solution between the two algo-
rithms, it ran orders of magnitude faster than Algorithm I. Algorithm I, on average,
took approximately 660-740 seconds when trying to obtain a full asset allocation for
the scenario and solving for O1, O2, and O3. In contrast, Algorithm II run times
were on the order of 1-1.5 seconds. For this purpose, we conducted scalability tests
on Algorithm II. Results in this section were obtained by running the algorithm on
an Intel Core i7-4712HQ CPU processor @ 2.30 GHz with 16 GB RAM.
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Table 2.9: Algorithm II Scalability Analysis (seconds)
# of Assets
40 80 120 160
40 21.38 33.18 57.59 93.47
80 24.26 45.17 74.61 76.39
120 23.26 34.30 63.16 84.62
#
of
C
as
es
160 21.79 48.43 60.72 88.01
To measure the scalability of the algorithm, we generated 16 different scenarios as
shown in Figs. 2.9 and 2.10, and Table 2.9, where we varied the number of assets from
40-160 and likewise for the number of cases (i.e., Asset and Threat perturbations).
We observe that due to the ordering heuristic used in Algorithm II, coupled with a
Gauss-Seidel approach, there are exceptions when allocations were found earlier than
expected. Overall, the algorithm scales fairly well considering either the large number
of assets to be allocated and/or the large number of drug smugglers to be considered.
Though a scenario involving more than 40 smugglers is unlikely, Algorithm II proves
efficient in finding a solution given the exponentially increasing complexity. From
Figs. 2.9 and 2.10, it can be seen that runtime is primarily affected by the number
of assets to be allocated since we observe a mostly superlinear increase in runtime
(Fig. 2.10b), whereas, with varying the number of cases, the runtime is roughly the
same throughout (Fig. 2.10a). The scalability of the latter dimension is of higher
importance than the former since our drug interdiction problem is one of allocating a
consistently decreasing number of resources (assets) to multiple targets (smugglers).
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Figure 2.9: A three dimensional view of the runtimes observed for the 16 possible
scenarios detailed in Table 2.9. The scalability of Algorithm II was measured when solving
for each of the three objectives and then averaged together to obtain the above. The
yellow indicates shorter average runtimes (on average ≈ 23 s) than the purple (on average
≈ 86 s).
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Figure 2.10: Two dimensional views of the runtimes observed for the 16 possible
scenarios detailed in Table 2.9, where 2.10a shows runtime as independent of the number
of cases, while 2.10b illustrates a nearly superlinear trend as the number of assets
increases.
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Dynamic Scenario Evolution
To test the robustness of Algorithm II, we further explored sensitivity in the Threat
element of the MEAT-H architecture and simulated 99 999 trajectories of smugglers
inherently behaving as in our benchmark scenario. Sampling from the PoA surfaces,
we obtained waypoints for each smuggler at each time epoch and connected them to
obtain a full path. From this full path, we measured whether the smuggler traversed
through any allocated patrol boxes at any point in time. From our 11,111 Monte
Carlo runs, we found that Objective O3 performed the best, catching 83 672 out of a
possible 99 999 smugglers (84% success rate). From this we see that in both algorithms,
Objective O3 performed the best of the three objectives. Though solving for O3 is
slightly worse than O1 in Algorithm II in our benchmark scenario, as seen in Table
2.7, simulating many different trajectories provides a slightly different perspective,
confirming the targeteer’s intuition that simplifying the problem to one of maximizing
the probability of interdiction for each asset provides the more robust solution, as seen
in Fig. 2.11 and Table 2.10. In addition to the 83 672 smugglers interdicted, of more
than 233 million kg of contraband being transported, the resulting allocations of O3
disrupted an astounding 188 822 500 kg (81% success rate). As expected from Fig.
2.8, solving for O1 provided a similarly good allocation (80% and 79%, respectively),
while O2 had the least robust allocation, failing to interdict approximately 38% of
the smugglers and ironically missing the opportunity to disrupt nearly 100 million kg
of contraband (42% of the total transported contraband).
Overall, using the Monte Carlo analysis of Objective O3 for Algorithm II as our
basis, when solving for Objectives O1 and O2, the allocations resulted in a 4% and
25% drop in performance, respectively, in terms of the rate of interdiction, and a 2%
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Figure 2.11: Performance comparison amongst the objectives for over 10 000 Monte
Carlo runs or nearly 100 000 smuggler trajectories when solving each of the three
objectives. Success rates were determined by how many expected interdictions and
contraband was disrupted out of a possible 99 999 smugglers and 233 331 000 kg of cocaine.
and 28% drop in performance, respectively, in terms of the rate of contraband dis-
ruption. To further investigate drops in performance, we simulated several scenarios
with false alarms, pop-up threats, and asset breakdowns, as elaborated upon in the
next section.
PoA Sensitivity
From our Monte Carlo anlysis, solving for Objective O3 results in the most robust
allocation when pitted against nearly 100 000 potential smugglers. Thus, we investi-
gated any weak points (large drop offs in solution quality) in the resulting allocations
when solving for this objective in Algorithm II and perturbing the Environment com-
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Table 2.10: Monte Carlo Analysis (from 11,111 runs)
Objective Interdiction Rate Disruption Rate
O1 0.80 0.79
O2 0.62 0.58
O3 0.84 0.81
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Figure 2.12: False alarm sensitivity analysis comparing performance degradation (in
terms of both interdictions and contraband disrupted) due to possibly uncertain
intelligence or false alarms when solving for Objective O3. Negative percentages indicate a
decrease in solution quality as compared to a scenario with complete, true, and certain
information.
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ponent of our MEAT-H structure.
Due to possibly inaccurate intelligence reports, it is entirely feasible that a case
may not exist. What may have been reported as a scheduled smuggler departure or
possibly a contact sighting, may turn out to be a false alarm. In this type of situation,
we have intelligence relating to a case and allocate assuming it to be active and true,
but if by chance the intelligence is faulty, we are unable to collect any reward from the
originally considered case. We tested the robustness of allocations using Objective O3,
as shown in Fig. 2.12. On average, there was an 11% performance degradation with
respect to both interdiction and contraband disruption ability. There was a maximum
performance degradation of 18% with respect to expected number of interdictions
and a maximum drop in performance of 36% with respect to expected amount of
contraband disrupted, both occurring when Case 2 was simulated as a false alarm. We
observed that since Case 2 is an SPSS with an associated small window of uncertainty
and target speed, it is a slow moving, compact mass of probability and thus, easy to
interdict by one of the interceptors positioned in the Caribbean Sea. If this seemingly
easy case were to be a false alarm, the interceptor would have to quickly reposition
its efforts to a nearby case. Unfortunately, the only immediately nearby target in this
scenario is a Go Fast target type, traveling at a velocity more than three times that
of the original target to be allocated with respect to.
Other findings from our false alarm analysis include the irrelevance of Case 4 and
Case 9. Due to constraints on asset speed and on the limited amount of resources
(assets), it is impossible to have a 100% interdiction rate amongst all 9 smugglers.
As shown in Table 2.8, when solving via Algorithm II to position a patrol box for
each asset, regardless of the objective, Case 4 was ignored and Case 9 had negligible
impact. Thus, if either of these cases were to be false alarms, the goodness of the
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allocation would minimally degrade. Case 9 travels along the outskirts of the AOR
veering far off into the Pacific Ocean while a majority of the other cases tend towards
Central America. The smuggler in Case 4 exhibited similar behavior to the one in
Case 9 in that the vessel traveled towards a waypoint near Jamaica before abruptly
changing course and traveling to the eastern shore of Central America.
New Cases (Pop-up Threats)
We next investigate the robustness of the allocation in the face of pop-up threats.
The ability to position the asset strategically such that in the situation that there
is new intelligence indicating a smuggler nearby, we are able to intercept, is of high
importance. In this sensitivity analysis, we allocated the assets without knowledge
of a prior case, and then calculated our reward including the previously hidden case,
mimicking the idea that a targeteer has allocated the interdiction vessels, not only for
the current scenario, but anticipatively for any unknown threats yet to be reported at
the time of asset allocation. Results for this analysis are illustrated in Fig. 2.13. On
average, there was a 6% drop in the ability to interdict all smugglers in the scenario,
including the pop-up threat. Additionally, there was approximately a 5% decrease
in performance as measured by the amount of contraband disrupted. The worst
degradation in interdiction performance occurred when Cases 8 or 9 were simulated
as pop up threats; we observed slightly more than a 15% reduction in the expected
number of smugglers we could interdict. When simulating Case 2 as a pop-up threat,
we observed the worst degradation with respect to the expected amount of contraband
disrupted at nearly 15%.
We see in the majority of pop-up threat scenarios, there was a negative impact
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Figure 2.13: Pop-up threat sensitivity analysis comparing performance degradation (in
terms of both interdictions and contraband disrupted) due to lack of prior information
regarding a smuggler when solving for Objective O3. Negative percentages indicate a
decrease in solution quality as compared to a scenario with complete, true, and certain
information and positive percentages indicate an increase in solution quality.
to the solution quality, as might be intuitive to the reader. We must then raise the
question, if one has no prior knowledge of a target, how are we to immediately react
and expect the same solution quality as if we knew the target was in transit prior
to allocation? With inherent uncertainty constantly present within the scenario due
to target trajectories, possibly inaccurate intelligence, and weather forecasts, it is of
utmost importance that assets are proactively positioned with the expectation that
there may be pop-up threats at any moment during the assigned patrol. We see in
the instances of Cases 3-5, and 7, if we allocate without prior knowledge of these
smugglers, we perform as good or better with respect to the expected number of
interdictions, expected amount of contraband disrupted, or both, as compared to if
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we were to have prior knowledge of those smugglers. We posit that uncertainty can
thus have destructive and constructive characteristics. We see destructive impacts
due to uncertainty in specific instances such as treating Cases 1, 2, 6, 8, or 9 as
pop-up threats; however, we observe overall constructive impacts due to uncertainty
when Cases 3, 4, 5, and 7 are treated as pop-up threats. As mentioned above, sce-
narios with destructive uncertainty suffered a 15% loss in achievable interdictions or
disrupted contraband. Meanwhile, in those scenarios where constructive uncertainty
was observed, we obtained more than a 2% increase in interdiction performance and
nearly a 5% increase in the ability to disrupt contraband. In those instances where
a positive performance difference was observed, the pop-up threat occurred nearby a
patrol box and, since the assets were positioned conveniently for additional interdic-
tions, the vessels obtained unexpected additional reward.
Value of Information
Determining the context-driven selection and prioritization of information by quan-
tifying the value of information (VOI) is the key to pre-staging decision-relevant
information.
Context is inherently uncertain, which exacerbates the challenge of proactive de-
cision making. In order to efficiently extract and exploit context, uncertainty man-
agement is crucial. Uncertainty management involves understanding, quantifying and
reducing uncertainty for informed decision making to reduce risk and/or maximize re-
ward. Examining decision quality from different perspectives facilitates effective and
dynamic relevance extraction from operational data. This enables context-relevant
high-value information (HVI) to be delivered to the right DM in order to achieve high
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Figure 2.14: PoA surface update frequency versus the concomitant performance
degradation with respect to the expected number of interdictions. When we sample the
PoA surface less often, we lose information. This sensitivity analysis helps to quantify the
value of the PoA surfaces and to find the point of diminishing returns. Negative
percentages indicate a decrease in solution quality. In the analyses of 1-3 h and 12-18 h
between updates, each respective range had negligible variation in performance
degradation and were subsequently clustered together to avoid information redundancy.
quality decisions.
Paucity of information results in poor decisions due to not having enough data
pertaining to the context; on the other hand, having too much information will dis-
tract and overburden the DM resulting in poor decision quality. Finding HVI that
maximizes the decision quality enables the DSS to recommend effective COAs for
mission success. As such, we explore how much information to transmit as measured
by performance degradation, i.e., varying how often we update the probability of
activity surfaces with new information whether it be every hour, every other hour,
every three hours, and so on, and measuring the drop in performance with respect to
if all information is transmitted (i.e., that of an hourly update, ∆ = 1 h).
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Fig. 2.14 helps to answer the question - how much information is enough? If the
PoA surface maps are updated every 3 h or less, there is a negligible (< 1%) decrease
in performance. This is significant since this means the proposed approaches are able
to perform well even with missing information. The problem space is reduced by a
factor of 3 with little to no sacrifice in solution quality, e.g., if the time horizon is 3
days, instead of inputting 72 surfaces, one for each hour, into COAST to obtain a
COA recommendation, we can instead input 24 surfaces, one for every 3 h, to speed
up the algorithm at the cost of less than 1% performance degradation in the solution
quality. From the analysis, we can also observe the point of diminishing returns to
be up to ∆ = 18 h, where the range of 12-18 h between surface updates results in an
adequate solution suffering a 25% decrease in performance. These findings highlight
the robustness of the algorithms under bandwidth constraints; if the bandwidth is
unlimited, the algorithms need updates every 3 h for high quality solutions. If band-
width is extremely limited, we can still obtain reasonable solutions with up to 17 h
of missing information.
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Chapter 3
A Multi-Objective Path Planning
Algorithm with Time Windows for
Asset Routing in a Dynamic
Weather-Impacted Environment
3.1 Introduction
3.1.1 Motivation
Recently, weather routing of ships has garnered attention as Naval operations strive
to become more economical, environmentally considerate, and aim to increase op-
erational endurance [40]. The United States Navy spends an estimated $35 billion
per year on fuel. It is estimated that optimized weather routing can save upwards
of $350 million per year solely from fuel savings [91, 39]. In spite of its importance,
there has been a relatively small amount of work to develop decision support tools
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that are motivated from a desire to save fuel and reduce ship’s wear and tear in naval
operations. In response to the need for tools that allow for navigational planning and
replanning that consider both economic and practical needs of naval and commercial
shipping, we have developed a Tool for Multi-objective PLanning and Asset Routing
(TMPLAR).
Navy planners strive to optimize ship routes with respect to multiple objectives,
e.g., fuel efficiency, time, distance, safety, etc. When the task is one of trying to opti-
mize multiple objectives, humans are notoriously poor at decision making, especially
if the task is dynamic and has inherent uncertainty [141, 28, 2, 81]. Consequently,
decision support tools are needed to collaboratively optimize routes by evaluating
and recommending multiple courses of action (COAs) from which a navy planner
can select one. To support such mixed-initiative planning, the tool(s) must aid the
human planner to create COAs and evaluate his or her own plan against optimized
ones, or to combine both human expectation of the forecast, geographic hazards, and
possible uncertainty with the automated algorithm output for hybrid human-machine
consensus on what routes to consider for one or more shipping vessels (as in the case
of aircraft strike group path routing). Although the problem is formulated for ship
routing, the path planning algorithm is applicable to unmanned aerial vehicle and
helicopter routing, among other Navy missions.
Navigation of ships in uncertain environments involves a number of contextual
elements, such as different environmental conditions (ensemble forecasts with varying
spatio-temporal uncertainty), multiple objectives, changes in mission goals en route
(e.g., training requirements, pop-up threats, humanitarian aid) and asset status. The
canonical problem is the following: given a graph (e.g., grid maps similar to probabil-
ity surfaces discussed and used in [140]), a departure point, and a destination point
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(with possibly a number of way points), find the set of shortest paths with Pareto
efficient costs, where ‘cost’ may be with respect to a variety of factors (e.g., fuel, ful-
fillment of training requirements, time, distance, prolonging ship’s life expectancy).
This problem falls under the rubric of a multi-objective shortest path problem under
uncertainty with time windows, power plant configuration, speed, and bearing as ad-
ditional control variables, that is, with time-varying stochastic and non-convex costs
at nodes and along arcs in the network. However, it is different from a traditional
shortest path problem due to time-dependent non-convex arc costs, time windows of
arrival and departure at each node due to training needs and weather, and uncer-
tainty due to environmental impacts on ship’s capabilities, etc. The complexity of
the problem space and concurrent constraints renders the majority of provably opti-
mal multi-objective approaches unusable, thus necessitating the multi-objective ship
routing approach embedded in TMPLAR.
The environmental uncertainty associated with the node and arc costs is both
spatially and temporally dependent, the evolution of which is similar to the timescale
of the ship’s transit. Thus, a primary innovation of this chapter is that the approach
emulates real world concepts of operation (CONOPs) of a Navy ship navigator. If
it were known a priori that uncertainty associated with a set of arcs/nodes, lying
between the departure point and destination, will be reduced or eliminated by the
time an asset traverses to that region, the algorithms consider such a scenario and
may indeed send the asset straight towards the ‘risky’ region with the understanding
that there may be a reduction in prediction uncertainty before the ship arrives at the
area in question, thus allowing for a more informed routing decision at a later time.
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3.1.2 Related Research
The shortest path problem is widely studied in the literature and was researched
extensively from a shortest-length path standpoint by [130, 17, 101, 82, 41, 43] during
the mid- to late-1950s. The specific breed of shortest path problems tackled in this
chapter and those in the recent literature revolve around itinerary planning [176],
enforcing complex time constraints on the nodes in the network [67], and ship routing
[46].
In the context of multi-criteria itinerary planning, Zografos [176] and Androut-
sopoulos [4] present a multi-criteria shortest path problem with time constraints,
where one wishes to traverse a network of transport systems, e.g., walking, bus,
train, flight, etc. They enforce strict time window(s) on both the origin and/or the
destination (and thus the intermediate nodes). By decomposing the problem into
smaller subproblems, they find the Pareto optimal shortest paths assuming no de-
lays in the network and no uncertainties. Guerriero et al. [53] investigate a linear
fractional shortest path problem with time windows using multi-dimensional labeling
approaches. They associate a cost and time with each arc in the network and enforce
time windows at each node. To speed up the algorithm, they introduce dominance
rules and adopt a bi-directional search strategy that selects different labels/nodes
based on what might be “most promising” at each iteration. With respect to the
efficiency of label selection and storage, Moungla et al. [102] propose a way to re-
duce label list sizes and the computation time of dominance relations. They propose
“blocs,” consisting of three-tuples, which define the lower and upper bounds on the
time windows at each node, along with an upper bound on the cost, indexed by time,
to reduce storage and speed up the time for convergence to the optimal solution.
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Another relevant variant of the shortest path problem is that of a network con-
taining inherently uncertain features. Pattanamekar et al. [107] consider a dynamic
and stochastic shortest path problem, focusing on two main components of travel
time uncertainty: 1) individual arc travel time variance, and 2) mean travel time
forecasting error. They posit that much of the literature neglects to take into account
uncertainty when attempting to solve the shortest path problem using forecasted data
for future time periods. Ha¨me and Hakula [56] also solve a stochastic shortest path
problem as applied to a multi-model transportation network under uncertain travel
times. They model the problem as a Markov decision process, where states corre-
spond to paths in the network. Arrival times at public transport stops are modeled
as random variables. They propose a backward induction method that generates op-
timal policies, maximizing the probability of reaching the destination on time, even in
the presence of unsuccessful transfers between modes of transportation. They exploit
approximation methods to solve a path dependent model requiring enumeration of all
paths from the origin to the destination. A policy is then determined a priori that
defines successor legs for each arc in the network. A pre-determined ranking is thus
obtained to choose the best possible transfers between arcs.
A number of efforts have been made on the time-dependent shortest path prob-
lem [38], [175] and [24]. Cooke [38] considers shortest path planning, when internodal
travel times are sensitive to clock time. He uses a modified form of Bellman’s equation
to converge to a solution in a finite number of iterations. Similarly, [175] introduces an
algorithm that calculates time-dependent shortest paths from all nodes to a destina-
tion during a specified finite time horizon. Since their algorithm is based on Bellman’s
principle of optimality, it can handle networks where travel costs need not be limited
to travel time, e.g., fuel consumption, risk, etc. Their solution involves discretization
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of the time horizon into smaller time intervals and subsequently uses backward dy-
namic programming to solve the problem. Their problem is a simplified version of the
one discussed in this chapter because they assume arc costs to be convex. Also in the
context of time-dependent shortest paths, Be´rube´ et al. [24] solve a travel planning
problem via a decomposition algorithm. They assume a fixed sequence of nodes, i.e.,
a predetermined itinerary, where the objective is to find the best travel plan, detailing
a duration of stay in each city along the route, for each traveler. They assume that
a traveler can wait for some minimal duration at each node along the path, with the
intent of, for example, to take a later flight. Similar to [175], they divide their time
horizon/window of arrival into smaller subsets to decompose and solve the problem.
Cai [30] provides the basis for the approach developed in this chapter with respect
to time-varying shortest paths with time window constraints. They consider three
variants of the problem. The first variant has arbitrary waiting times at nodes and
waiting does not incur any penalty. In the second variant, the option to wait is not
allowed and the problem reverts to a traditional shortest path problem solvable by
Dijkstra’s [43] algorithm. In the final variant, an upper bound on node-dependent
waiting time is assumed. Ioachim et al. [67] propose a dynamic programming algo-
rithm for the time-varying shortest path problem with time constraints as applied to
a network with deterministic and convex costs on arcs, which greatly simplifies the
problem. They point out that such algorithms can handle negative cost cycles since
time windows prohibit unbounded solutions. Powell and Chen [121] approach the
problem slightly differently and propose a threshold algorithm reminiscent of what
is now known as ∆-stepping [90] for the single-source shortest path problems. They
use three bins for dominance relations. In their multi-dimensional labeling approach,
one bin is reserved for candidate labels, the second bin is designated for labels lexico-
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graphically less than the candidates, and the third one is for labels lexicographically
less than the second.
The primary focus of this chapter is on shortest path planning as applied to ship
routing, also termed weather routing in the literature [46]. In [46], Eskild provides a
thorough overview of three popular methods for weather routing – isochrones [69, 54],
calculus of variation [55], and dynamic programming [32]. She proposes a dynamic
programming approach with a limited number of arcs emanating from each node and
goes on to develop some in-depth models to incorporate resistance from irregular
waves and winds in the cost calculation. The first major foray into minimum cost
ship routing under uncertainty came from Chen [32], wherein he derives a dynamic
programming approach using an additive cost function. He treats the problem of ship
routing across a body of water as a multi-stage stochastic dynamic control process
constrained to the ship’s operational requirements, the current and forecasted environ-
ment conditions, and the ship’s dynamic response characteristics. Chen’s algorithm
considers the ship heading and power as control variables at each stage; this approach
is also used in [129] and is similar to the speed optimization with time windows prob-
lem introduced in [47, 105], in order to minimize the expected total voyage cost, an
additive objective function comprising estimates of dollar penalties if shipments are
delayed, the cost of fuel, etc. Azaron and Kianfar [9] also approach a similar problem
in the context of ship routing and propose a stochastic dynamic programming algo-
rithm based on semi-Markov decision processes and network flow theory to find the
shortest path. The network considered is impacted by the environment, which affects
the transition time between nodes. They assume that the environmental variable used
becomes known upon arrival at the node, similar to Powell in [120]. In the same vein,
Hinnenthal [64, 65] treats ship routing as a multi-objective non-linear constrained
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optimization problem. He proposes a new approach to select the most advantageous
route for a ship, given hydrodynamic simulations and sophisticated weather forecasts.
He uses a multi-objective genetic algorithm, where generations are based upon core
characteristics of the ship’s route, modeled in the form of splines. Two splines are
utilized, one for the original route, and the other for the perturbation, as a suitable
optimization method to identify Pareto efficient routes.
Specifically, on the subject of multi-objective shortest path planning, which is a
key component of our ship routing problem, Hansen [61] examines the case of two
objectives and the complexity of the problem space. Based on Hansen’s work, Henig
[63] proposes a dynamic programming approach, where performance improvements
were obtained when the arc costs are quasiconcave/quasiconvex. Kostreva and Wiecek
[71] proposed a generalized dynamic programming approach (both backward and
forward) to obtain multi-objective shortest paths on networks with (known) time-
dependent arc costs. Aside from these approaches, a majority of the research around
multi-criterion shortest path problems are of the label setting (e.g., [87]) or label
correcting variety. Martins’ algorithm [87] is a label setting algorithm in the spirit of
Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm, but in lieu of a single cost, a label with multiple
entries corresponding to each of many objective costs is set on each vertex.
In this chapter, we formulate a realistic ship routing problem as a finite horizon
multi-objective stochastic shortest path problem with time windows and non-convex
arc/node costs. We extend the approaches in [175], [30], and [32], by incorporat-
ing uncertainty in the forecast into our solution approach through time and node-
dependent cost scaling and propose a multi-objective labeling algorithm that outputs
speed/power, power plant configuration, and bearing of the ship in addition to de-
cision options, such as to wait at a node or not in order to accomplish training
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requirements prior to arrival at the destination and/or to avoid bad weather. By
incorporating forecast uncertainty in a backward dynamic programming-based multi-
criteria labeling algorithm with cost scaling, we solve the single source-single sink
shortest path problem, decomposing the route into multiple stages, reminiscent of
[32], to find the set of feasible Pareto optimum routes to be recommended to a ship
navigator. The solutions found adhere to realistic constraints and each ship’s opera-
tional capabilities, including a realistic fuel consumption function.
3.2 Experimental Setup and Modeling
3.2.1 The BonD Framework
When navigators understand the evolving environmental context, they are able to
obtain better informed courses of action regarding recommended routes for ships to
traverse. The Battlespace on Demand (BonD) framework [88] comprises four tiers
(Data, Environment, Performance, and Decision) and provides a systematic approach
to convert data pertaining to a forecasted oceanographic environment into actionable
decisions and useful guidance/insights to navigators [94].
The BonD framework, shown in Fig. 3.1, is supported by Tier 0 or the Data layer.
This includes uncertain observations from satellites, buoys, etc. There is usually a
massive amount of data, especially those related to meteorology and oceanography
(METOC). In Tier I, the Environment layer, the data is processed to predict the
present and future conditions in the environment in terms of ensemble forecasts,
wave patterns, wind, currents, etc.. These forecasts are both dynamic and inherently
uncertain. Subsequently, in Tier II, the Performance layer, the scope of the predictions
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Figure 3.1: The Battlespace on Demand framework [88] has multiple tiers which provide
the means to transform data and knowledge of the environment into actionable insight for
the ship navigator [94].
are restricted to asset impact, i.e., how does the predicted environment impact the
platforms/sensors/ships currently in transit within the region? This represents the
propagation and necessary management of the embedded uncertainty in the data
and environmental layers. Ultimately, the final Decision layer, Tier III, of the BonD
framework uses the predicted environmental impact on relevant assets to recommend
COAs to the navigator. Currently, the Decision layer needs manual capability and
therefore the focus of this chapter is to develop a decision support system for multi-
objective weather routing of ships, which takes into account propagated uncertainty
from the lower layers.
Ideally, there are models for each layer (e.g., asset models, environment mod-
els, etc.) that may be linked to help propagate information (and consequently un-
certainty), across all tiers of the framework. Information propagation enables the
present context to constantly be relayed to the navigator for informed decisions that
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are sensitive to the environment and the affected platforms.
The ship routing problem solved in this chapter fits into the BonD framework due
to the major influence the environment has on embarked vessels. Real-time data is
constantly acquired from sensors across the oceans and relayed back for use in fore-
casts. These forecasts form the basis for weather routing and provide insight as to
how the ship is affected by the current METOC conditions. Based on the severity of
the impact, the navigator may choose to reroute, or continue as planned. TMPLAR
sits at the top, in Tier III, where it outputs recommended COAs to the navigator,
predicting possible reductions or increases in the amount of spatio-temporally depen-
dent uncertainty, while also routing assets with respect to multiple and conflicting
objectives.
Weather routing is typically required as a means of providing an initial recom-
mended route prior to an asset’s departure. Two stages of planning occur within
the U.S. Navy community. The first stage involves providing a movement report at
least 72 hours in advance of embarkation, wherein the ship’s class, departure point,
departure time, destination point, intended arrival time, and operational limitations
are sent to the routing activity. Relevant METOC information is then integrated
into the plan to relay a recommended path back to the requesting asset 36 to 48
hours prior to departure. Therefore, an initial route is needed within 36 hours of
the movement report’s transmission, at most. Due to the multiple environmental pa-
rameters involved in ship path optimization, if further planning is necessary when the
ship is underway, the update frequency may be hindered by a sensor data aggregation
limitation, e.g., wave models are generated every 12 hours, whereas sea and swell fore-
casts are generated in 6-hour intervals. Route recommendation takes place on shore
and is transmitted to the ship’s captain. If necessary, en route weather forecasts are
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available once daily (or twice/upon request under special circumstances) [36].
3.2.2 Environmental Impacts
In this chapter, accurate short and medium range weather predictions are used in
conjunction with ship models (e.g., how a ship’s speed may be impacted by the
expected wind, wave, and current conditions). Commercial ship voyage planning
modules are used to calculate the impacts of weather, ship’s hull form, cargo, and
(power) plant characteristics on fuel costs. Broad categories of impacting weather
include, but are not limited to, winds, waves, and currents. Among wind features,
wind speed and direction are used in impact calculation. Among wave features,
amplitude, period, and direction are considered. Additionally, current direction and
speed are used in ship impact calculations. Environmental parameters are forecast
by multiple models [152, 16, 162].
Besides weather, bathymetry data is crucial in calculating optimized ship routes.
Bathymetry, extracted from the Oceanographic Atmospheric Master Library (NRL-
MRY, NRL-Stennis Space Center), is divided into four categories: 1) shallow water,
2) water deeper than a certain threshold (in this chapter, twelve feet), 3) land, and
4) unknown. From this data, TMPLAR extracts possible safe paths that do not cross
over land, and in alignment with the navigator’s desire to allow travel over shallow
water or not, and routes ships in a mixed-initiative decision making cycle.
Lastly, tropical cyclone locations are accounted for since the distance to any nearby
cyclones is used as a safety parameter in ship routing. Cyclone systems are classified
according to wind speed (e.g., thirty five and fifty knots), which ships are to avoid in
transit from their departure point to the destination.
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3.2.3 Asset Models and Constraints
Asset models for multiple types of ships are available through simulation via Ship
Motion Program (SMP), a software that simulates the degradation of ships’ capabili-
ties due to various weather components. SMP predicts displacements, velocities, and
accelerations for a ship traveling at a constant speed, given a heading in ideal and
non-ideal sea state conditions [37].
Various constraints are enforced to maximize safety of the ship and its passengers,
e.g., maximum sea height for the front, back, and sides of the ship. Maximum (relative
and true) wind velocity thresholds are set in the optimization to reduce wear and tear
on the ship, as well. In each voyage, a ship has a minimum and maximum speed which
it must abide by. One exception to this speed constraint is when the navigator decides
to direct a ship to a node to wait for an arbitrary amount of time either to avoid bad
weather or complete any training. In addition, cyclones with thirty five and fifty knot
winds are to be avoided at some arbitrary distance at all times. The navigator must
also choose an “envelope” to keep the ship within, that is, an enclosed polygon with
start and end points residing at corners within the shape. Designating such a polygon
decreases the problem complexity and enforces that a ship neither strays too far from
a general path nor too near forbidden regions, whether due to international treaties
or general weather rules (for example, some ships are directed to stay south of 70◦ N
latitude at all times in accordance with the International Navigation Limits).
A final constraint a navigator may wish to impose is the latest allowable time of
arrival at the destination. Based on the time window set on the destination and the
time of departure, the time constraint is propagated across the network. Decomposing
the overall deadline into subproblems of specific time windows at each node eases the
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computational complexity. If all time constraints across each node in the network are
satisfied, the ship will be able to reach the destination in time. The time window on
the destination may be arbitrary and in instances where the time of arrival may be
mis-specified, possibly due to human error, the algorithm discussed in this chapter is
still able to solve the shortest path problem with time windows via certain upper and
lower bounds dependent on the minimum and maximum allowable ship speed.
3.2.4 Fuel Cost Calculation
A high priority concern for navigators is to save on fuel to reduce expenditures,
while also increasing operational endurance and asset availability [40]. Fuel cost
calculation is complex and involves the ship’s hydrodynamics, nonlinear combinations
of model parameters, and one or more exogenous variables. TMPLAR utilizes the
Smart Voyage Planning Decision Aid (SVPDA), explained in detail in [91], for fuel
consumption calculation. Input parameters include swell heights and periods, surface
wind speeds and directions, wave directions, heights and periods, and current speeds
and directions. In high fidelity fuel consumption models, relative wind and sea-state
calculations have a direct impact on ship speed depending on the ship’s bearing,
e.g., the wind and current may aid a ship along its course if its bearing is the same;
however, if the ship is against the wind/current direction, it will have to expend much
more fuel to get to its destination in time. Fuel consumption is thus highly sensitive
to the ship’s speed (both when traveling at slow and fast speeds) [35].
The overall power needed to maintain a speed from one node to the next is cal-
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culated as in (3.1).
PTotal = PCW + PSea + PSwell + PWind, (3.1)
where PTotal represents the total power required, and PCW represents the power re-
quired to navigate at the specified ship speed in calm water and current. Here, PSea,
PSwell, and PWind represent the additional resistances due to the sea, swell, and wind
components, respectively. PCW is dependent on the relative direction and velocity
of the current with respect to the ship; PSea, PSwell, and PWind are similarly so, us-
ing direction, height, and period of the sea and swell(s), respectively, for the former
two components, and speed and direction for the latter. SVPDA even considers the
ambient air temperature to incorporate the effect of temperature on HVAC (heating,
ventilation, and air conditioning) loads. Details on ship’s power calculation can be
found in [35, 70, 83, 50].
3.2.5 Problem Setup
In conjunction with navigator’s input, the problem space is set up as follows. The
coordinates of a departure and destination are specified along with an “envelope”
within which the ship must remain at all times during transit. The envelope must be
a polygon, not necessarily convex. Based on a default resolution both with respect
to the Great Circle distance1 from the origin to the destination and perpendicular
to it, a navigator-definable multi-stage grid is constructed. The start and end stages
consist of one node each and as the envelope widens (shrinks), more (fewer) nodes
1A Great Circle route is one that is the shortest distance between two points lying on the surface
of a sphere, often used in ship navigation and air travel. It is also known as the geodesic distance.
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Figure 3.2: Example of safety constraint enforcement as pertaining to a possible wave
height threshold set by the navigator. Objectives related to safety of the crew/ship are
modeled as Heaviside functions wherein if the threshold is passed, the grid cell is removed
from the list of candidates for the path.
are added to each stage. The resulting grid system is a trellis with a finite number of
stages where each node in one stage is connected to all the nodes in the next. This
provides a grid system to use in order to find Pareto optimal paths between the source
and the destination.
Ship safety is the highest priority among all objectives the navigator considers
when routing ships. When searching for viable paths (arcs) to traverse between
stages, bathymetry and weather conditions are checked both at the node locations
and along the connecting arc. Doing so reduces the problem space further, eliminating
options that should not be explored due to infeasibility or safety concerns. Due to the
severity of the consequences if a ship is not routed safely, hard thresholds/constraints
are enforced. If any threshold is exceeded, the location is removed from consideration,
e.g., if the wave height exceeds a threshold specified by the planner, the corresponding
node and/or arc is removed from the problem space. The safety constraint is thus
modeled as a Heaviside function, as shown in Fig. 3.2, where there are two types of
nodes/arcs: those that are passable by the ship and those that are impassable.
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3.3 Problem Formulation
3.3.1 Deterministic Problem
We first formulate the (backwards) shortest path problem with no weather impact.
Adopting notation from [30], let G = (V,E) be a directed acyclic graph and let b(e, t)
be the transit time needed to travel along an edge e ∈ E. We denote the d-dimensional
cost to traverse arc e as c(e, t), where d is the total number of objectives to consider,
and ci(e, t) as the cost pertaining to a particular objective i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , d}. Both the
transit time b(e, t) and the cost vector c(e, t) are functions of the arrival time t at
the successor vertex of e, where t ∈ [0, T ], is an integer multiple of a time resolution
∆ and T > 0 is a given integer denoting the maximum amount of time specified
to transit the route. We assume transit time b(e, t) and costs ci(e, t), i ∈ [1, . . . , d]
to be nonnegative. Also, let n = |V | and m = |E|, the number of nodes and arcs,
respectively, in G. The cost and time to travel from node x to x′ may be explicitly
written as c(x′, x, t) and b(x′, x, t) if e = 〈x′, x〉. We define the waiting time at vertex
x as w(x) and the time of departure at vertex x as u(x).
Let S be the required number of nodes in a path connecting the origin and the
destination. The control variables are: 1) which node xs to traverse from at each
stage s, s = 1, . . . , S; 2) what time to depart from node xs at stage s, denoted by
u(xs); 3) the power plant configuration ρ(xs) needed to efficiently traverse to the next
stage s+ 1 departing by u(xs); and 4) how much time to wait at node xs at stage s,
denoted by w(xs). Evidently,
w(xs) = u(xs)− u(xs−1)− b(xs−1, xs, u(xs−1)), (3.2)
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We now define the shortest path (with respect to objective i) to the destination
node xS from some node x at stage s < S, s 6= 1 (i.e., not the first or last stages which
contain only xS and x1, respectively) as J
i∗
s (x, u), where u is the time we depart node
x at stage s. The cost is found by solving (3.3).
J i∗s (x, u) = min
x′,t,ρ
{
J i∗s+1 (x
′, t) + ci (x, x′, u, ρ)
}
(3.3)
s.t. u+ b(x′, x, t) ≤ t ≤ T (3.4)
ρ ∈ P (3.5)
x ∈ Va (3.6)
〈x′, x〉 ∈ Ea (3.7)
where P is the set of allowable power plant configurations, and Va and Ea are the set
of safe nodes and arcs, respectively (i.e., for a given a ship class, those nodes/arcs
whose bathymetry is of a certain depth or greater). The recursion is initiated with
the terminal condition JS(xS, t) = 0 ∀t and JS(x, t) = ∞ ∀x 6= xS. Our constraints
include departing by a time u that satisfies (3.4), choosing an allowable plant config-
uration (3.5), and only traversing along feasible safe nodes and edges in the network
(3.6)–(3.7). When the costs are deterministic, (3.3) may be written in forward form
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as
J i∗s (x, u) = min
x′,t,ρ
{
J i∗s−1 (x
′, t) + ci (x′, x, t, ρ)
}
(3.8)
s.t. 0 ≤ t ≤ u− b(x′, x, t) (3.9)
ρ ∈ P (3.10)
x ∈ Va (3.11)
〈x′, x〉 ∈ Ea, (3.12)
where J1(x1, t) = 0 ∀t and J1(x, t) =∞ ∀x 6= x1.
Although constraints (3.4) and (3.9) result in a large problem space, we show later
that, by exploiting time discretization and earliest possible arrival/latest allowable
departure times via forward-backward Dijkstra algorithm, we can significantly reduce
the required computation.
3.3.2 Stochastic Processes
Let us now assume the seaway to be characterized by a random matrix R where each
ensemble (row) q, q = 1, . . . , Q, consists of multiple parameters that describe the sea
state, each parameter possibly having a different distribution and varying levels of
uncertainty, and assume each ensemble q to have a probability pq of occurring. Our
cost vector c thus becomes a function of R. The overarching objective is then to
minimize the expected cost of the total voyage over the probability distribution(s) R
at all nodes and along all arcs. R also impacts the sets Va and Ea in that, although
the sea depth is large, weather parameters such as wind velocity or wave height may
prohibit traversal across an arc or through a vertex if the conditions exceed the ship’s
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recommended operating limits. As a result of the introduction of stochastic varia-
tion, our shortest path cost (3.13), subject to constraints (3.4)–(3.7) (with suitable
modifications for uncertainty) for an objective i, is now,
J i∗s (x, u) = min
x′,t,ρ
{
ER
[
J i∗s+1 (x
′, t) + ci (x′, x, u, ρ, R)
]}
, (3.13)
We again assume JS(xS, t) = 0 ∀t and JS(x, t) =∞ ∀x 6= xS. We approximate (3.13)
by assuming the forecasts as perfect and using expected costs via (3.14).
J is(x, u) = min
x′,t,ρ
{
J is+1 (x
′, t) + ER
[
ci (x′, x, u, ρ, R)
]}
= min
x′,t,ρ
{
J is+1 (x
′, t) +
Q∑
q=1
pqc
i
(
x′, x, u, ρ, Rq
)}
(3.14)
where Rq is the q-th ensemble (row) in R.
3.3.3 Time Windows
Deadlines allow the possibility of handling negative cost cycles since time windows
prohibit unbounded solutions [67]. To incorporate deadlines and feasibility, the prob-
lem is then to find optimal times of arrival and departure at each node subject to
(3.4)–(3.7), while also satisfying (3.15), which corresponds to enforcing an earliest
possible time of arrival at each node and a latest allowable departure from each node
to reach the destination xS by time T .
T (x1, x) ≤ t ≤ T − T (x, xS) , (3.15)
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where T (x′, x) is the minimum time it takes to traverse G from x′ to x, while ignoring
R. The upper and lower bounds in (3.15) are computed via Dijkstra’s algorithm as
discussed in Section 3.4.
3.4 Solution Approach
3.4.1 Uncertainty-based Cost Scaling
Since our objective is to handle spatio-temporally dependent uncertainty (consisting
of ensemble forecasts), we use cost scaling to account for the uncertainty of each
ensemble for a particular location and time. In deterministic regions, we may set
a scaling factor γ equal to one for the majority of the time horizon (and thus the
objectives we intend to minimize the respective cost of). There are multiple instances
when, due to one or more storm systems in a region, the variance of an ensemble
forecast may decrease in the future (e.g., the variance is large until some time k
when a storm is predicted to dissolve and the region returns to stability). If the
weather forecast in an area is uncertain, γ may be altered to reflect this uncertainty.
We distinguish between the two possibilities because some regions may have a large
amount of data readily available, and so the corresponding ensembles may converge
in prediction, whereas the forecasts may not be as accurate for other areas due to
lack of data. A three day forecast in a data rich region may be trusted more than a
half day forecast in a relatively data poor area.
The benefit of our approach is that varying trust can be captured for each time
epoch, location, and objective. Ensemble members may converge in prediction for
certain time durations and diverge during others. This variability in uncertainty
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Figure 3.3: An example of the tenth/ninetieth percentiles and the mean for non-normal
asymmetric distributions, often used to model METOC parameters such as wind
direction/speed and wave height/period/direction, etc.
in the forecast is captured by providing more weight to parts of the forecast where
the spread of the corresponding members is similar to the historical spread, while
simultaneously discarding parts of the forecast where the ensemble members may
diverge. By spread, we mean that the predicted interval of possible parameter values
has a high confidence of being recorded. If there is a large amount of uncertainty in
the forecast, the spread among the ensemble members is larger as compared to the
historical spread.
Often, probability distributions used in modeling METOC variables (e.g., wind
direction/speed, wave height/period/direction) are non-Gaussian. In fact, wind and
current direction are not only non-Gaussian, but circular quantities, necessitating the
need to redefine concepts, such as ‘average’ and ‘spread.’ Thus, the mean and vari-
ance are not adequate to capture the characteristics of such distributions. Instead,
we propose using the tenth and ninetieth percentiles of a parameter’s forecasted dis-
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tribution (see Fig. 3.3). Depending on the weather component, METOC may have
a negligible or major impact on the overall cost calculation. We denote the tenth
and ninetieth percentiles for all weather components (at some time u) as bRc and
dRe, respectively. Let γi (x, u) be the scaling factor for weather-dependent objective
i, i ∈ Ψ, Ψ denoting the set of METOC-based objectives. Since ci may be nonlin-
ear, we normalize γi based on the maximum cost among the two percentiles used.
Specifically,
γi (x, u) =
min {ci (x′, x, u, ρ, dRe) , ci (x′, x, u, ρ, bRc)}
max {ci (x′, x, u, ρ, dRe) , ci (x′, x, u, ρ, bRc)} (3.16)
for i ∈ Ψ. As seen, (3.16) is spatio-temporally dependent and consists of the stage
transition costs for an objective i ∈ Ψ using the tenth and ninetieth percentiles.
Scaling the cost vector c by γ has the effect of using the exact cost computed when
ensemble members converge and giving less weight when they diverge. When they
converge, γi is equal to one, and when they diverge, γi approaches zero. The result is
to sail towards areas of uncertainty now which may be reduced later, in congruence
with the navigators’ CONOPs. If no waiting time is allowed, then a ship will con-
stantly travel at some allowable velocity until it reaches the destination. As such, the
optimized paths tend to divert around storm systems, which is substantially different
from how navigators tend to route shipping vessels. As discussed previously, naviga-
tors often route ships towards patches of uncertainty (e.g., storm systems) since they
believe the situation will clarify before they have to make a hard decision to avoid the
hazard. If a decision is made too early, with respect to which direction to traverse
to, and the storm system heads that way, it can be very costly. By putting off the
decision until the uncertainty is reduced, costs will be less in the long run. Using
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γi captures this tendency to route ships through uncertain areas (if it is estimated
to be cost effective). Navigators must send a plan to the ship’s captain by the time
of departure and so giving a straightforward path (even one that crosses uncertain
regions) is important. If necessary, the navigator may then update the captain to
divert when nearing arrival to the previously uncertain area.
3.4.2 Problem Space Reduction via Time Windows
For a ship traveling from a node x′ at stage s to a node x at stage s+1, the navigator
must decide on a speed between some minimum and maximum speeds, ν ≤ v ≤ V .
We denote the distance between x′ and x as δx and the specific calculation of the
Great Circle distance between the coordinates as Φ(x′, x). If we intend to arrive at
location x at some time τ , we need to have departed x′ at some time t. The time it
takes to traverse between the two locations, b(x′, x, t) = τ − t is bounded from below
and above by
η (x′, x) =
Φ(x′, x)
V ≤ τ − t ≤
Φ(x′, x)
ν
= H (x′, x) (3.17)
where η (H) is the minimum (maximum) time it takes at the maximum (minimum)
speed, V (ν) to traverse the distance.
We also impose time constraints on the time of arrival at the destination node
xS. Let T (x1, x) and T − T (x, xS) denote the earliest and latest times of arrival
at a location, x. Without loss of generality, we limit the time window to take on
only integer multiples of the time resolution ∆ > 0. Thus, the time window at xS
is [dT (x1, xS)/∆e ∗ ∆, bT/∆c ∗ ∆], where d·e and b·c denote the ceiling and floor
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functions, respectively. Instituting time windows at each node in the network, t is
constrained as,
dT (x1, x) /∆e ∗∆ ≤ t ≤ bT − T (x, xS) /∆c, (3.18)
and, likewise for u. That is, we may only consider discretized times that fall within the
time window, at time intervals of arbitrary length ∆, for each node when deciding the
time to depart the previous node and the time to arrive at the next, given a specified
latest allowable time of arrival, T , at xS. Thus, the time window on the destination
propagates through the network. One novelty of the approach discussed is that we
exploit this time propagation by running Dijkstra’s algorithm both forward and back-
ward to get the earliest arrival and latest allowable departure times, discretized by
time resolution ∆, on each node in order to satisfy the constraints and arrive at the
destination by T at the very latest. We find the earliest arrival time at each node in
the network by running forward Dijkstra from the origin, embarking at the specified
departure time, to the destination and traveling at the fastest allowable velocity. We
find the latest allowable departure times likewise, but executing the algorithm from
destination to origin and treating the latest allowable arrival time at the destination
as our starting time in reverse time. The updated dynamic programming equation is
given in (3.19) for objective i, subject to the constraints (3.20a)–(3.20i).
J is(x, u) = min
x′,t,ρ
{
J is+1 (x
′, t) + γi (x′, u)
Q∑
q=1
pqc
i
(
x′, x, u, ρ, Rq
)}
(3.19)
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s.t. t− b(x′, x, t) ≥ u (3.20a)
dT (x1, x′) /∆e ∗∆ ≤ u ≤ bT − T (x′, xS) /∆c (3.20b)
dT (x1, x) /∆e ∗∆ ≤ t ≤ bT − T (x, xS) /∆c (3.20c)
ν ≤ v ≤ V (3.20d)
η (x′, x) ≤ t− u ≤ H (x′, x) (3.20e)
ρ ∈ P (3.20f)
x ∈ Va (3.20g)
〈x′, x〉 ∈ Ea (3.20h)
∆ > 0 (3.20i)
where we choose optimal t∗ based on the expected reward and associated costs of
stopping and traversing given the previous state of the ship. In fact, the number of
iterations may be reduced further through the introduction of tD(x), denoting the
specified time of departure at a node x. The arrival time t is thus bounded above as
in (3.21).
t ≤ min {bT − T (x, xS) /∆, tD (x′)} (3.21)
3.4.3 Martins’ Labeling Extension
To solve the multiple objective problem, we must use a labeling algorithm and find
the set of Pareto efficient labels (solutions). Let label a`, ` = 1, . . . ,L, of L total
Pareto efficient labels, be as in (3.22).
a` =
[
J1s (x, u), . . . , J
i∗
s (x, u), . . . , J
d
s (x, u)
]
(3.22)
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where a` has cardinality equal to the number of objectives d, and is optimal with
respect to objective i.
In Martins’ labeling algorithm [87], Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm is modified
such that at each node, a set of one or more labels will be stored. Since the set
contains only non-dominated labels (i.e., each label is not dominated by any other
label, “dominated” meaning label ` is the best with respect to objective i compared
to any other label and equal or better with respect to all other objectives), upon
termination of the algorithm, the entire set of Pareto efficient solutions is obtained.
The problem we solve is as in (3.23).
min
x,u
{
J1s (x, u), . . . , J
i
s(x, u), . . . , J
d
s (x, u)
}∀x, s ∀u ∈ [0, T ], (3.23)
subject to (3.20a)–(3.21).
The full pseudocode for the proposed Martin’s labeling algorithm extension to the
weather routing problem is given in Algorithm 1. We denote the constrained time
window for a node at location x as Ω(x), and the set of available reachable nodes
at the previous stage, s − 1, from location x and departing at time u as A(x, u),
where if u is unspecified, all nodes in stage s − 1 are returned. In Algorithm 1, the
addLabel function adds the input label, while also eliminating any dominated labels
currently set on the node, the pop() function selects the minimum cost label (e.g.,
lexicographical [42] or a weighted sum aggregate [106] (in this chapter, we use the
latter)) and removes it from the set, and the owner() function returns the owner of
the label, that is, which node set the label. The labels() function returns all labels
set on a node and, if invoked for G, will return all labels currently set in the network.
Since G is time-varying, we denote G(u) as the graph at time u. Note, when checking
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Algorithm 1 Pseudocode for multi-objective adaptive time-based shortest path plan-
ning.
1: procedure Main
2: for each e = 〈x′, x〉 ∈ E do
3: η (e)← dΦ(e)V /∆e ∗∆
4: H (e)← bΦ(e)
ν
/∆c ∗∆
5: end for
6: Initialize()
7: TimeWindowMOSP()
8: end procedure
9: procedure Initialize
10: ∆← user-specified time resolution
11: T ← bT/∆c ∗∆
12: for each e = 〈x′, x〉 ∈ E do
13: T (x1, x)← min[T (x1, x) , T (x1, x′) + η (e)]
14: T (xS, x)← min[T (xS, x) , T (xS, x′) + η (e)]
15: end for
16: Ω(x)← [T (x1, x) , T (x1, x) + ∆, . . . , T − T (xS, x)]
17: originLabel(t)← [xS, [0, . . . , 0] , ∅] ,∀t ∈ [0, T ]
18: origin.addLabel(originLabel(t)),∀t ∈ [0, T ]
19: end procedure
20: procedure TimeWindowMOSP
21: H ← {}
22: for u = T −∆, T − 2∆, . . . ,∆, 0 do
23: H ← G(u+ ∆).labels()
24: while H 6= {∅} do
25: label = H.pop()
26: x′ = label.owner()
27: for each x ∈ A(x′, u) do
28: tub ← min {tD (x′) , u+H(x′, x)}
29: for t = u+ η (x′, x) , . . . , tub do
30: if t ∈ Ω(x′) then
31: v = Φ(x′, x)/(t− u)
32: c←∑Qq=1 pq{c(x′, x, u, ρ, Rq)|v}
33: newJ ← x′.label + γ(x, u)c
34: newLabel ← [x, newJ, x′]
35: if newLabel not dominated by any of x.labels() then
36: x.addLabel(newLabel)
37: H ← H + {newLabel}
38: tD(x) = u
39: w(x′) = tD(x′)− t
40: end if
41: end if
42: end for
43: end for
44: end while
45: end for
46: end procedure
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weather, a reference time is added to the time index to obtain the value with respect
to the navigator’s desired frame of reference.
With respect to the overall complexity of the proposed approach, the bounded
waiting time algorithm in [30] has O(T (m + n log T )) for the single objective case.
We extend this to d objectives and assume a maximum of L labels on each node. If
there are up to Q ensembles to be considered in the forecast (i.e., if the weather is
uncertain), then the worst case complexity is estimated to be O(T (m+QdLn log T )),
which reduces to O(T (m+ dLn log T )) in a deterministic weather environment.
Our approach using (3.19) is of the Open Loop Optimal Feedback variety [20].
Thus, the problem is formulated to emulate the US Navy’s CONOPs of sailing to-
wards uncertainty and planning to wait or to deviate from the route upon arrival, if
necessary. This has proven to be more fuel efficient than planning to divert prior to
reaching the area. See Section 3.5.3 for further discussion and results.
3.4.4 Solution Normalization
With such a vast problem space, the navigator may have trouble understanding how
to trade off multiple objectives. Our approach employs normalization of the Pareto
efficient labels set on the destination node after algorithm termination. Doing so
may allow the navigator to better comprehend tradeoffs in objective functions. The
human may then pick a solution that fits his or her preference. For example, on a ship
voyage, fuel consumption and transit time may be objectives of equal importance to
a navigator. Given Fig. 3.4, it is difficult to distinguish which solution (one indicated
in blue, the other in dashed and red) is more efficient. When normalized, the two
solutions turn out to be Pareto optimally equivalent, i.e., the solutions that equally
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Figure 3.4: Example scenario with two difficult to distinguish Pareto optimal solutions
that, when normalized, are equivalent with respect to objective tradeoff. In the case of
multiple equivalent objective tradeoff Pareto optimal labels, the navigator may select that
which optimizes best with respect to the objective most important to him or her.
trade off objective functions. Cost normalization is done for each objective by taking
the largest Pareto optimal value and dividing each of the other labels by it for that
objective only. The process continues until each objective has been normalized by
the largest corresponding costs within the set. After normalization, we calculate the
distance to the optimal point (the origin). If a navigator has nonuniform preference
over the objective functions, in lieu of normalization, scaling may also be incorporated
to appropriately graph the Pareto optimal solutions in a feature space representative
of the desired prioritization and understandable to the human.
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3.5 Results
3.5.1 STARS++ and Validation
Ship Tracking and Routing Software, or STARS++, is a ship route optimization
algorithm suite used by navigators [46, 64]. STARS++ uses a Dijkstra algorithm and
a single objective (power) cost function in conjunction with binary safety mappings
to provide a bi-objective shipping route that avoids safety hazards [91] and arrives
prior to some deadline. Similar to TMPLAR, it creates a 3-D grid (coordinate and
time) based on a user-specified envelope. While it provides variable speeds across arcs
connecting each node, it lacks functionality such as uncertainty-based cost scaling and
the ability to wait at a node.
To validate TMPLAR, we compared solutions to those generated by STARS++
along a set of scorecard routes2. TMPLAR uses the same fuel consumption calculation
and grid point generation method as STARS++ and thus improvements in cost are
solely based on differences in solution approaches. An additional control variable
(waiting) and uncertainty-based cost scaling were available in TMPLAR. Scorecard
routes are detailed with the specific envelopes used in Table 3.1. Each run used a
time resolution of ∆ = 8 hours with a specified departure time of midnight on March
20, 2015, and a deadline of midnight on April 5, 2015. All scenarios used forecast
information available up to the departure time. TMPLAR was run on an AMD
Opteron 6174 CPU Processor 8x @ 2.2 GHz with 12 GB RAM. The algorithm run
time was scenario-dependent and ranged from 72 seconds to 579 seconds due to the
varying size and complexity of the problem spaces tested.
2Scorecard routes are realistic routes traversed by Navy ships in the past and are used as the
basis for testing ship navigation planning tools.
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Table 3.1: Scenario description detailing routes and specified envelopes
Scenario Origin Destination Start
Lefta
Bound
#1
Left
Bound
#2
Right
Bound
#1
Right
Bound
#2
End
1 Alaska, US San Diego, CA, US
(58.5◦N,
144.4◦W)
(53.0◦N,
132.5◦W)
(34.4◦N,
120.1◦W)
(44.4◦N,
148.6◦W)
(29.4◦N,
125.8◦W)
(32.7◦N,
117.6◦W)
2 Alaska, US Seattle, WA, US
(58.5◦N,
144.4◦W)
(56.7◦N,
137.0◦W)
(51.3◦N,
130.0◦W)
(50.4◦N,
152.0◦W)
(44.4◦N,
134.6◦W)
(48.4◦N,
125.6◦W)
3 Guam, US Sasebo, Japan
(13.4◦N,
144.8◦W)
(25.0◦N,
150.7◦W)
(32.2◦N,
144.9◦W)
(16.6◦N,
134.0◦W)
(25.0◦N,
127.6◦W)
(31.5◦N,
134.1◦W)
4 Norfolk, VA, US Haiti
(36.5◦N,
75.0◦W)
(33.3◦N,
65.0◦W)
(24.2◦N,
65.7◦W)
(32.3◦N,
78.0◦W)
(25.8◦N,
76.2◦W)
(22.3◦N,
71.2◦W)
5 Strait of Gibraltar Norfolk, VA, US
(36.0◦N,
7.5◦W)
(28.0◦N,
24.0◦W)
(24.0◦N,
67.0◦W)
(45.0◦N,
21.0◦W)
(47.0◦N,
48.0◦W)
(36.5◦N,
75.0◦W)
6 New Orleans, LA, US Higuerote, Venezuela
(29.5◦N,
89.0◦W)
(30.0◦N,
70.0◦W)
(22.0◦N,
65.0◦W)
(20.0◦N,
95.0◦W)
(7.0◦N,
84.5◦W)
(10.5◦N,
66.0◦W)
aLeft and right bounds are relative to the voyaging ship.
Costs of concern included safety (in the form of passable or impassable nodes/arcs,
as in Fig. 3.2), fuel consumption, and distance traveled. No penalty was associated
with waiting as long as the ship could reach the destination by or before the desired
deadline. In essence, though there may be some fuel penalty with decelerating a
ship, waiting at a node provides the opportunity to conduct training which may
have substantial military value and higher priority; it must be completed before the
voyage’s completion. A comparison of the results when optimizing ship routes for six
pairs of specific origins and destinations are listed in Table 3.2.
From Table 3.2 and Fig. 3.5, we see that TMPLAR outperforms STARS++
in all scenarios. In these scenarios, TMPLAR was able to find the Pareto optimal
front, which included solutions that are better with respect to both fuel consumed
and distance. Table 3.2 showcases the optimal tradeoff in that the chosen solution
was closest to the origin. The additional control variable of waiting made a large
difference with respect to fuel efficiency. From Fig. 3.5, there was an average of
33% improvement in fuel efficiency (and a 1.7% average improvement in distance
traveled). Scenario 6 differs from the previous five in that STARS++ was unable to
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Table 3.2: Solution Comparison of STARS++ versus TMPLAR
Scenario STARS++ TMPLAR
Origin Destination Fuel Distance Fuel Distance
Alaska San Diego 143.7 2187 103.9 1937
Alaska Seattle 95.80 923.4 61.24 965.2
Guam Sasebo 133.7 1255 93.64 1360
Norfolk Haiti 96.00 964.9 38.33 880.8
Gibraltar Norfolk 282.5 3466 255.2 3429
New Orleans Venezuela — — 146.0 1951
All fuel consumption measured in thousands of gallons.
All distances measured in nautical miles.
find a solution. Due to the inability to wait at a node in the STARS++ approach
(only emulable in that it may choose to sail longer routes to burn up more time), the
solution space was outside its limits. TMPLAR, on the other hand, was able to wait
at a node to allow storm systems to pass. Doing so provided training opportunities
and emulated desired navigator CONOPs (sailing straight towards a storm without
diverting and either waiting, or, via uncertainty-based cost scaling, continue towards
a storm).
3.5.2 Significant Pareto Optimal COAs
As shown in Table 3.2, the ability to wait is paramount for realistic ship path planning
optimization in the context of maritime military asset routing. In this section, we
discuss the Pareto fronts for the scenarios and useful solutions that may be of interest
to a navigator. The Pareto front for each scenario is illustrated in Fig. 3.6, each of
which is non-convex due to the non-linearity of the fuel consumption function. From
Fig. 3.6, it can be seen that the solution obtained by STARS++ always lies above
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Figure 3.5: TMPLAR outperformed STARS++ in every scenario tested, on average
performing 1.7% better with respect to distance and 33% better with respect to fuel
consumption.
the Pareto curve. Though the solutions of STARS++ and TMPLAR intersect if no
waiting time is allowed, all Pareto optimal solutions in the scenarios tested required
waiting. The Pareto optimal points lying within the shaded regions are those routes
found by TMPLAR that were better with respect to both objectives, i.e., they are
non-dominated solutions which would have dominated STARS++’s solution, thus
eliminating it from the Pareto front. Of the scorecard routes examined, the number
of Pareto optimal solutions ranged from two in Scenario 4, to thirty four in Scenario
5.
If a navigator were to see a large Pareto front, such as in Scenario 5, three solutions
would be of interest: 1) optimization with respect to distance, 2) optimization with
respect to fuel consumption, and 3) the optimal tradeoff of the two. The former two
are the extremes in that they perform the best with respect to one objective, but not
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Figure 3.6: The Pareto optimal fronts for scenarios 1–6. Due to non-convex costs, the
Pareto curves are also non-convex. The optimal tradeoffs were found after solution
normalization. Note that STARS++ could not find a solution for Scenario 6 due to the
inability to wait.
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necessarily well with respect to the other. The latter is of significance since it is as
close to optimal as possible when equally considering both objectives of minimizing
distance traveled and the fuel consumed, i.e., the Euclidean distance is minimized
between the origin and the normalized label a` set on x1.
For Scenario 5, the first solution of interest had a projected estimate of 249,180
gallons of fuel consumed, but at the tradeoff of the longest route, totaling 3,879
nautical miles, a 15% deviation compared to the Great Circle route between origin
and destination. The complementary second solution of interest had a much larger
projected estimate of 313,044 gallons of fuel to be consumed, but the trajectory ob-
tained was essentially the Great Circle route between the points, 3,204 nautical miles
in length, a nearly negligible deviation of 0.2% (due to rhumb line3-based naviga-
tion). The optimal tradeoff, displayed in Fig. 3.6, had an overall transit distance
of 3,428 nautical miles and an estimated total of 255,253 gallons of fuel consumed.
With respect to the optimal obtainable values from the first two discussed labels, the
journey had a 7.0% sacrifice in distance traversed and a 2.5% sacrifice with respect
to estimated fuel to be consumed.
With respect to the largest difference in solution costs, TMPLAR obtained a path
in Scenario 4 that used 60% less fuel than STARS++ and was nearly 9% shorter in
length as compared to the path obtained by STARS++. The routes obtained by both
TMPLAR and STARS++ for Scenario 4 over the timespan specified are illustrated
in Fig. 3.7. As per Table 3.1, the routes stayed within the envelope set and the
TMPLAR solution contained four days of total waiting time for the dual purpose of
accomplishing training, while also avoiding disadvantageous weather in the region.
The ability to wait was key for the ship to traverse along each arc at the ideal time
3A rhumb line is a path with constant bearing measured with respect to true north [123].
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Figure 3.7: Route comparison for Scenario 4 when traveling from Norfolk, Virgina, US
to Haiti and optimizing with respect to: 1) distance, and 2) fuel consumption. The
optimal tradeoff among all Pareto efficient solutions is shown in white and the envelope
that the ship must stay within during transit is shown in red. Each tack (or target) along
the route represents a change in speed and/or bearing for the ship. When waiting was
added as a control variable, TMPLAR’s solution was a 60% improvement compared to
STARS++’s solution, shown here in purple.
to minimize fuel consumption.
3.5.3 Open Loop Optimal Feedback
In addition to multi-objective optimization and waiting at nodes, TMPLAR also offers
the facility for open loop optimal feedback (OLOF) optimization, as is the nature of
navigator CONOPs. Ships leave the origin node at a specified departure time and then
receive weather forecast updates as they become available while en route and when
replanning is necessary due to significant context changes. We compared STARS++’s
solution to Scenario 4 with TMPLAR’s and TMPLAR with OLOF, illustrated in Fig.
3.8 and detailed in Table 3.3.
From Fig. 3.8, we see STARS++ consistently chose arcs that incurred a higher
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Figure 3.8: Cumulative fuel comparison between STARS++, TMPLAR, and TMPLAR
with open loop optimal feedback (OLOF) for each stage of the journey in Scenario 4.
Table 3.3: Solution Comparison of STARS++, TMPLAR, and OLOF TMPLAR
Stage STARS++ TMPLAR OLOF TMPLAR
0 0 0 0
1 23,900 19,311 19,311
2 19,900 5,706 5,706
3 22,100 5,458 5,481
T
ra
n
si
ti
on
C
os
t
4 30,100 7,855 7,720
Total Fuel 96,000 38,330 38,219
Costs measured in gallons of fuel.
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cost with respect to fuel, at a rate of approximately 24,000 gallons of fuel per stage.
In comparison, TMPLAR both with and without OLOF, while initially choosing an
arc that resulted in 19,300 gallons of fuel consumed, the remainder of the journey
contained segments that burned approximately 6,300 gallons of fuel on average. The
best solution was observed in TMPLAR with OLOF, ultimately consuming 111 gal-
lons of fuel less than TMPLAR without OLOF and 57,781 less gallons of fuel when
compared with STARS++. The voyage in TMPLAR and in OLOF TMPLAR took
168 and 192 hours, respectively. Since the forecast can, in general, be trusted with
high certainty up to 120 hours into the future [91], the solution found through TM-
PLAR did not change significantly with the exception of some modified departure and
arrival times. With the updated forecast procured along the journey in the OLOF
optimization, TMPLAR opted for a segment in transition to Stage 3 that resulted in
more fuel consumed compared to TMPLAR without OLOF, but ultimately, OLOF
TMPLAR found a more fuel efficient segment leading to the destination resulting in
less fuel consumed.
In practice, TMPLAR is limited only by environmental updates. Since some
parameters are updated every 6 hours, while others are updated every 12 hours, the
tool is more than capable of obtaining a set of Pareto optimal solutions within a
typical planning cycle.
3.5.4 Opportunistic Training
There are manifold types of exercises that ships may be required to complete prior to
reaching the destination, each of which may require certain environmental conditions.
Some typical exercises include, but are not limited to:
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1. Man overboard (MOB) drills
2. Underway replenishment (UNREP)
3. Flight training (if aircraft are onboard)
4. Antisubmarine warfare (ASW) drills
5. Rigid hull inflatable boat (RHIB) training
6. Carrier flight operations (if an aircraft carrier)
In the event of a member falling overboard, MOB drills help to train ship personnel to
rescue him or her as quickly and efficiently as possible. UNREP involves attempting to
refuel the ship without halting. A fueling vessel is required to stay alongside the ship
while the refueling takes place and in such instances, the ship should continue a steady
course to make the UNREP faster. Given an aircraft is onboard the vessel, flight
training involves drills in the air. Similarly, ASW drills train the crew members in the
event of a possible submarine in medium to close proximity to the ship. RHIB drills
entail lowering a RHIB into the water to board other ships (e.g., maritime interdiction
operations). Lastly, carrier flight operations (or ‘ops’) refer to the requirement that
the relative headwind speed be greater than or equal to 25 knots for both takeoff and
landing of aircraft onboard.
There may be one or more training areas necessary if one or more of the above
exercises are to be completed prior to reaching the destination. Depending on the ex-
ercise(s) to be carried out in each training area, certain METOC features may be more
important than others. While some drills require a “modlock,” that is, a stationary
box, others, such as UNREP, require a moving box. Conditioned upon these factors,
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Table 3.4: Scenario Waiting and Voyage Times
Scenario 1 2 3 4 5 6
Waiting
Time
208 248 128 96 56 80
Voyage
Time
168 56 120 72 240 160
Total
Time
376 304 248 168 296 240
Times measured in hours.
the route optimization will need to consider areas where the environmental limits do
not exceed certain thresholds for a minimum period of time. These thresholds corre-
spond to the training-specific impacting METOC features (e.g., visibility, sea state,
wind direction and speed, current direction and speed, and acoustic performance).
STARS++ does not have the ability to incorporate opportunistic training. TM-
PLAR, however, is able to, as seen from the waiting times found for each route in
Table 3.4. Because the time frame for each route was two weeks, there was ample
time built into the route to conduct one or more training drills. One such approach
to conducting constrained training is that of bin packing in that it is possible to
eliminate waiting at some nodes and add more wait time to others. Without loss of
generality, say a minimum waiting time of 2∆ is required. Any nodes with a waiting
time of ∆ are modified to have no waiting time, while also adding this extra waiting
time to a node that already has 2∆ or more hours of waiting time. In this manner, the
ship can make a minimal number of stops and accomplish what training is necessary
prior to the route’s completion.
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Chapter 4
Fastest-Path Sailing Boat Routing
Algorithm
4.1 Introduction
Competitive sailing or yacht racing is a sport involving multiple sailboats divided
into different classes, racing over a certain course (outlined by buoys) or over the
open water in long distance racing (e.g., the Newport to Bermuda Race [124]). With
yacht designs diversified, the capabilities of each boat had to be considered, eventu-
ally culminating in the races seen today, where a system of time allowances is now
established to take into account the strengths and weaknesses of various boat designs
and sails.
To gain the competitive edge in such races, many skippers and helmsmen use one
or more software packages, web applications, or routing services that utilize the ob-
served and forecast meteorology and oceanography (METOC) and accordingly route
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the sailing vessel to complete the course in the fastest manner possible. The problem
is well suited for dynamic programming [118, 49, 80, 145, 160] and has more recently
been viewed in the context of autonomous robot sailing [144, 171, 127, 165]. In all
published approaches, the ocean’s currents are either not addressed, deemed negli-
gible, or are vaguely incorporated, but the impact is not specifically considered nor
discussed in the optimization. However, the routing software used as a comparison
baseline with our algorithms does consider currents.
The impact and importance of tidal currents in fastest-path sailing vessel routing
is addressed by Kristensen [72], who concluded that currents should and must be
taken into consideration if the problem is to be solved in its entirety. By conducting
sensitivity analyses with respect to the use of forecasts of currents, he concluded that
there are instances when current can even be more impacting than wind on a sailing
vessel.
Of the literature pertaining to fastest-path sailing vessel routing, Philpott and
Mason [118] are often credited with the first foray into such a problem. In [118],
they formulate a stochastic dynamic programming approach that minimizes the time
between two points under uncertain weather. They mention the impact of ocean
currents, however they do not incorporate it. They instead define environmental
impacts as Markov processes solely a function of wind direction and speed. In a similar
vein, [145] formulates a stochastic shortest path problem assuming tidal currents to
be negligible; however, they include the human’s perspective of sailing in an attempt
to incorporate risk propensity into their optimization.
In the autonomous robot sailing literature, current is often neglected entirely with
the exception of [165], which uses Velocity-Made-Good and heel angle to optimize
objectives pertaining to a 4 degrees of freedom robot sailing model. They utilize a
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hill-climbing algorithm that takes into account measurements of drift from currents,
but do not use the current forecast information explicitly.
In this chapter, we formulate the fastest-path sailing vessel routing problem as a
finite horizon shortest path problem with non-convex arc costs that incorporate the
weather, current, and boat polars/tables. We extend previous approaches by explic-
itly including the current speed and direction information and propose an iterative
procedure (herein, referred to as the Sailing Boat Pointing (SBP) algorithm) that
outputs the pointing of the vessel (heading1) at each stage and state in the opti-
mization and the sequence of waypoints from a prechosen grid. We use the the term
“pointing” in the acronym SBP because, while the algorithm yields waypoints, they
are determined based on the boat’s pointing that yields the time to reach a certain
waypoint. We solve the single-source single-sink-shortest path algorithm by decom-
posing the route into a trellis, while adhering to constraints such as the allowable
headings at each waypoint.
4.2 Problem Formulation
For completeness, the formulation is divided into two sections to decompose the gen-
eral fastest-path sailing vessel routing problem into that of a shortest path problem
formulation, where we detail the general cost function to be minimized given speci-
fied constraints, and a sailing vessel formulation, where we detail the environmental
impact on the vessel, and the relation among the angles and vectors of interest used
in the cost calculation.
1While heading is the direction the vessel is pointing, course (over ground) is the direction of its
motion under the influence of the prevailing current and the boat side slip (leeway).
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4.2.1 Minimum Time Path Formulation
Let G = (N,E) be a directed acyclic graph, comprising a traversable set of nodes
N and a set of edges E. Given a start location and a destination, a sailing vessel
must adhere to the graph G and traverse along edges e∈E, while visiting waypoints
(nodes) n ∈N . It is assumed we have perfect knowledge of the bathymetry (water
depth) pertaining to the area spanned by G and, given the sailing vessel draft, the
bathymetry is greater than or equal to a specified depth ∀n∈N , ∀e∈E such that safe
traversal is guaranteed. The graph G is structured as a trellis such that there are one
or more groups of vertically aligned nodes. Let each vertical set of nodes be a stage
s = 1, . . . , S, where S is the total number of stages to get from the departure point
to the specified destination. In this manner, the graph G (illustrated later in Fig.
4.2) may be constructed where all nodes in N correspond to waypoints, represented
by geographic coordinates, i.e., latitude φ and longitude ψ (in radians),
xj(s) = [φj(s) ψj(s)]
T (4.1)
x(s) = {x0(s) x1(s) . . .xj(s) . . .xns(s)} (4.2)
for s = 0, . . . , S − 1; j = 1, . . . , ns, where ns is the number of nodes (discretized
states) in stage s.2
Given the current stage s and location (node) j, xj(s), we wish to find the next
node xk(s+ 1) to traverse to in stage s+ 1, such that the angle of the edge between
xj(s) and xk(s + 1), denoted θe, is optimized to allow for fastest traversal to the
destination, while taking into consideration the wind and current vectors forecast for
each node n ∈N . This process is repeated for stages s = 1, . . . , S − 2 (from stage
2T denotes transpose so (4.1) is a column vector; {·} denotes a set.
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S − 1, the vessel will sail directly to the destination).
At each node n, wind and current vectors are considered, along with the relative
angles of the arcs connecting the node to possible waypoints in the next stage s+ 1,
to determine the cost to traverse from one stage to the next. Let R be a vector of
cost-impacting environment parameters to consider (namely, wind and current).
We denote the cost to traverse along an edge e, with corresponding course θe, while
experiencing environment R as c(e, θe,R), and assume it to be nonnegative. The
cost, which is the transit time, can be explicitly written as c[x(s),x(s + 1), θ(s),R],
where θ(s) is the heading3 needed to follow the course θe corresponding to the edge
connecting xj(s) to xk(s+ 1), i.e.,
θe = θe (xj(s),xk(s+ 1)) (4.3)
The decision/control variables at each stage s, s = 0, . . . , S − 2, are as follows.
1. Which node in x(s+ 1) to traverse to
2. Which pointing (heading) of the vessel, θ(s), to maintain while traversing to a
desired waypoint (node) in x(s+ 1), i.e., to achieve a course of θe(xj(s),xk(s+
1))
This pointing (heading) is used in calculating the time to traverse to the next
waypoint. As far as the helmsman is concerned, this is only a recommendation since
the winds (and sometimes even the currents) are usually fickle enough to require
constant adjustments. The practical way to reach a waypoint is to follow the required
3All angles are (clockwise) with respect to true North. To follow a certain heading, it has to
be converted to magnetic based on the local variation and corrected based on the boat’s compass
deviation.
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course (over ground) to the waypoint, which is commonly available (and necessary)
from a chartplotter.
The minimum cost path to the destination (finish) node x(S − 1) from a starting
point x(0), where cost is the traversal time, can be recursively solved via dynamic
programming. We assume the goal node to have termination cost J(x(S − 1)) = 0,
and use dynamic programming [20] to proceed backwards in time from end stage
s = S − 1 to s = 0.
J∗ (xj(s)) = min
xk(s+1),θ(s)
(c [xj(s),xk(s+ 1), θ(s),R] + J
∗ (xk(s+ 1))) (4.4)
subject to
xj(s),xk(s+ 1)∈N (4.5)
θe (xj(s),xk(s+ 1))∈E (4.6)
Iteratively following (4.4)–(4.6) results in a complete path from the current stage s
to the destination. However, forecast environment information is imperfect. Following
an open-loop feedback policy [13, 14, 20], the algorithm can be repeatedly executed
for a given grid, each time using the most recently available forecast information and
assuming no further updates will be received. New information may be available at
the next stage (s+ 1) or, if the forecast computation runtime is lengthy, after a finite
number of stages, thus requiring the solution of a maximum of S − 2 optimal control
problems.
If the forecast consists of more than one value for each stage (with a probability
distribution), the algorithm can be generalized to stochastic dynamic programming
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[136].
4.2.2 Sailing Formulation
Table 4.1: Summary of Notations
~V V θv, boat velocity vector in water (including leeway)
~Va Va βa, apparent wind velocity vector (with respect to the
centerline of the boat)
~Vc Vc θc, true current velocity vector
~Vg Vg θg, boat velocity vector over ground
~Vt Vt θt, true wind velocity vector
V Boat speed in water
Va Apparent wind speed
Vg Vessel speed over ground
Vt True wind speed
βa Apparent wind angle (with respect to the centerline of
the vessel; positive for starboard tack, βa ∈ [0, 180), and
negative for port tack, βa∈ [−180, 0))
θ Heading; pointing of boat’s centerline (bearing with re-
spect to true North)
θc True current angle (with respect to true North)
θe Course along edge e
θg Velocity over ground angle (with respect to true North)
θt True wind angle (with respect to true North; the angle of
the true wind vector, e.g., a wind from the North “comes
from angle zero” but the vector has angle 180◦)
θv θ − λ sgn(βa)
λ Leeway angle
The notation used in the remainder of this chapter is listed in Table 4.1. All angles
are assumed to be positive clockwise from true North.
A free body diagram of the sailing vessel is shown in Fig. 4.1, where vectors are
drawn in accordance with the vector arrow key in Table 4.2.
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Figure 4.1: The free body diagram corresponding to a sailing vessel, while considering
wind and current vectors.
Table 4.2: Vector Arrow Key
Arrow Type Vector Name
~V Boat velocity vector in water
~Vg Boat velocity vector over ground
~Vc True current velocity vector
~Vt True wind velocity vector
~Va Apparent wind velocity vector
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In sailing, one only has control over the pointing of the sailing vessel, denoted
as θ. The boat speed (magnitude of the velocity vector in the water) is a tabulated
function of the vessel pointing and the (apparent, i.e., relative to the boat) wind
vector. This function, given by the sailing vessel’s polar curves (also tabulated, with
more details), assumes optimal choice of sails and trimming. In this chapter, we
consider the environment
R =
[
~Vt ~Vc
]T
(4.7)
where ~Vt and ~Vc are the true wind and current vectors comprising magnitudes Vt and
Vc and angles θt and θc, respectively. However, in sailing, what is of primary interest
is the apparent wind angle relative to the vessel. The apparent wind used in the
tabulated function (polar curves) yield the vessel speed in the water.
Let θa denote the apparent wind angle with respect to true North and let βa
denote the apparent wind angle with respect to the boat centerline. The apparent
wind angle with respect to the centerline of the boat is the circular difference between
the control variable θ (heading) and the apparent wind angle θa. To calculate this
difference for true bearings (i.e., for angles θ, θa ∈ [0, 360), where 0◦ corresponds to
true North, with positive values clockwise),
βa = fu (θa, θ) ,

θa − (θ − 180◦) if |θa − (θ − 180◦)| ≤ 180◦
θa − (θ + 180◦) if θa − (θ − 180◦) > 180◦
(4.8)
where βa takes on positive values for starboard tack, βa∈ [0, 180), and negative values
for port tack, βa∈ [−180, 0). Starboard and port tack refer to which side of the sailing
vessel the wind is coming from, where starboard refers to the right-hand side of the
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vessel, and port refers to the left-hand side when facing forward. The sign of βa serves
as the basis for determining the actual pointing of the vessel in the presence of wind.
However, the angle of the velocity vector of the sailing vessel in the water does not
coincide with the boat’s heading due to another factor called leeway. Leeway, denoted
λ, is associated with drift motion behavior (side slip) and is the angular difference
between the centerline (the heading) and the velocity angle,
θv = θ − λ sgn(βa) (4.9)
where “sgn” is a function that takes the value 1 if βa > 0 and -1, otherwise.
A current vector ~Vc impacts the sailing vessel’s velocity over ground as
~Vg = ~V + ~Vc (4.10)
where the velocity over ground ~Vg is simply ~V when no current is present.
4.3 Solution Approach
The objective of the fastest-path sailing vessel routing problem is to minimize the
time to destination. To do so, in the manner discussed in [136], we create grid G
consisting of arcs and waypoints, or marks, to steer along and towards in order to
incrementally progress towards the goal node.
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4.3.1 The Sailing Boat Pointing (SBP) Algorithm
At each waypoint xj(s), j = 1, . . . , ns in stage s, the cost c[xj(s),xk(s+ 1), θ(s),R]
must be calculated using a heading θ to traverse at course θe(xj(s),xk(s + 1)) to
waypoint xk(s + 1) making use of the observed or forecast environment information
R.
To determine the estimated transit time from one node to the next, first, the
Great Circle (geodesic) distance4 is calculated as (with the latitude φ and longitude
ψ, defined in (4.1))
d [xj(s),xk(s+ 1)] = 2r arcsin
(√
sin2
(
∆φjk
2
)
+ cosφj(s) cosφk(s+ 1) sin
2
(
∆ψjk
2
))
(4.11)
where, without loss of generality, r is Earth’s overall mean radius or the mean radius
between latitudes φj(s) and φk(s+ 1), and
[∆φjk ∆ψjk]
T = xk(s+ 1)− xj(s). (4.12)
Once the distance d (xj(s),xk(s+ 1)) is calculated, the speed at which the sailing
vessel can traverse between these waypoints must be determined. The apparent wind
is needed to obtain the velocity in water and, from it, the velocity over ground. In
iteration i = 0, the apparent wind vector is set to be the (known) true wind vector
~V 0a = ~Vt = Vt θt (4.13)
and we calculate the initial circular angular difference with the vessel’s centerline
4A great circle route is the shortest distance between two points located on the surface of a
sphere.
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(pointing) as
β0a = fu (θt, θ) (4.14)
Then, we follow an iterative procedure with these initializations from iteration i = 1
onwards. It is assumed that the sailing vessel comes with tabulated information that
describes her behavior — speed and leeway versus apparent wind vector5 (e.g., see
Appendix B.2 and [48]). Using an initial assumption of apparent wind magnitude
V i−1a and apparent wind angle magnitude relative to the centerline of the sailing
vessel |βi−1a |,
V i = V
(
V i−1a ,
∣∣βi−1a ∣∣) (4.15)
λi = λ
(
V i−1a ,
∣∣βi−1a ∣∣) (4.16)
where (4.15) and (4.16) may be calculated using an interpolation method such as a
cubic spline or a radial basis function. The interpolated velocity magnitude (4.15)
and associated leeway (4.16) yield (4.9) at iteration i
θiv = θ − λi sgn(βi−1a ) (4.17)
which completes the necessary information to calculate ~V ia . The next iterated boat
velocity vector in water is
~V i = V i θiv (4.18)
5This is a more detailed version of the polar curves.
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with the velocity vector over ground
~V ig = ~V
i + ~Vc = V
i
g θ
i
g (4.19)
yielding the new apparent wind vector as
~V ia = V
i
a θ
i
a =
~Vt − ~V ig (4.20)
and apparent wind angle
βia = fu
(
θia, θ
)
(4.21)
The Sailing Boat Pointing (SBP) algorithm, detailed in programmatic form in
Table 4.3, repeats until a convergence criterion is met. We assume a specifiable
threshold
 >
∣∣θia − θi−1a ∣∣ (4.22)
that, once satisfied, terminates the algorithm. Upon termination, ~Vg is known. How-
ever, the output θg will not necessarily coincide with a desired θe. The feasibility
of arc traversal is not guaranteed (e.g., in situations where there is significant cross
current or if the desired course is too close to the wind).
To address the issue of achieving a desired θg equal to a certain θe, assuming it
is feasible, we iterate over a discretized range of feasible headings θ given the desired
course θe. We can denote the velocity over ground vector angle as a function of the
proposed (candidate) pointing θ(s) in stage s. The accepted pointing
θ∗(s) = min
θ(s)∈Θ(s)
|θg [θ(s)]− θe| (4.23)
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Table 4.3: SBP Algorithm: For a given heading θ, true wind, and current, this shows
how to obtain the apparent wind and then the velocity over ground.
Input: θ, Vt, θt, ~Vc
Initialize:
V 0a θ
0
a =
~V 0a ← ~Vt = Vt θt
β0a ← fu (θ0a, θ)
Iterate for i = 1, 2, . . .
V i ← V (V i−1a , |βi−1a |) (From table [48])
λi ← λ (V i−1a , |βi−1a |) (From table [48])
θiv ← θ − λi sgn(βi−1a )
~V i ← V i θiv
~V ig ← ~V i + ~Vc = V ig θig
~V ia ← ~Vt − ~V ig = V ia θia
βia = fu (θ
i
a, θ)
where Θ(s) is the set of allowable discretized pointing angles at stage s. The pointing
corresponding to the minimum error in traversing from xs to xs+1 at course θe in
(4.23) is then used with (4.11) to calculate the stage transition cost.
We make the assumption that the grid G is sufficiently dense to guarantee the
optimum traversal to the destination.
For conciseness, we rewrite
Vg = fg (θ,R) (4.24)
where fg is the speed obtained according to the iteration showed in Table 4.3.
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4.3.2 The Dynamic Programming Algorithm for Best Rout-
ing
The transit time, which is our cost, is
c [xj(s),xk(s+ 1), θ(s),R] =
d [xj(s),xk(s+ 1)]
fg (θ(s),R)
(4.25)
and we select the optimal outgoing arcs from each node that provide passage for the
sailing vessel to the next stage based on the minimum of (4.25) over all headings all
the way to the destination. For stages s = 0, . . . , S − 2, the optimal arc selection is
driven by (4.4), which is rewritten with (4.25) as
J∗ (xj(s)) = min
xk(s+1),θ(s)
(
d [xj(s),xk(s+ 1)]
fg (θ(s),R)
+ J∗ (xk(s+ 1))
)
(4.26)
subject to
xj(s),xk(s+ 1)∈N (4.27)
θe (xj(s),xk(s+ 1))∈E (4.28)
The dynamic programming equation (4.26) yields, together with the next stage way-
point x∗k(s + 1), the optimal θ
∗. For details concerning possible implementation
improvements, see Appendix B.5. For time-varying wind/current forecasts, an ad-
ditional iteration is needed: we must assume an initial set of arrival times at each
waypoint (with corresponding winds/currents) and then iterate until the optimal path
arrival times at the (optimal) waypoints coincide with the corresponding wind/current
forecast times used at those waypoints.
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4.4 Experimental Setup
We first consider, for the sake of simplified illustration, a “crosswind” scenario with
a graph, G, comprising S = 9 stages, where every node has successor nodes located
5.3 nautical miles6 away at a corresponding course of either 45◦ or 135◦ (with respect
to true North). We assume each successor node to be located in the subsequent stage
s + 1. Each stage leading up to the middle stage s = 4 has incrementally one more
waypoint node than the previous, and, for each stage thereafter, has decrementally
one less waypoint node than the previous until the final stage. In this manner, we
construct a uniform grid G, shown in Fig. 4.2 for illustration, where stages s = 0 and
s = S contain solely the start and destination nodes, respectively.
We assumed a racing keel sailboat with behavior and speeds as detailed in [48],
where, given the wind speed and the magnitude of the true wind angle relative to the
centerline of the vessel, a table lookup scheme was available and input to the SBP
algorithm to obtain the vessel’s speed in the water and the corresponding leeway via
the iterative procedure in Table 4.3. Details regarding the tabulated functions for
the vessel’s speed and leeway for a true wind speed at various true wind angles are
summarized in Appendix B.2.
In order to validate and compare the route generated by our proposed SBP algo-
rithm against that which was output by an open-source sailing software [1], we set
up a simple weather scenario on the grid G. We assumed that a true wind speed of
Vt = 5 kts with an angle of θt = 180
◦ (northerly, i.e., the wind came from angle 0◦,
with its vector pointing south, i.e., 180◦) existed at each node n ∈ N . We assumed
6For a practical problem, a higher density graph would be needed.
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0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Figure 4.2: Crosswind scenario. The environmental vectors at each possible state within
each grid stage generated between the start and destination points. The true wind vectors
are illustrated with a single solid arrow, the apparent wind vectors are shown with a
double solid arrow, and the current vectors are indicated via a triple thin arrow. The
edges traversed by the sailing vessel between waypoints are dotted with the direction of
travel indicated. Note that while the wind is perpendicular to the start-finish line, the
point of sail in the first half is (approximately) a beam reach, while in the second half it is
a close reach.
the current speed (in knots)
Vc =

0, s < 4
5, otherwise
(4.29)
where, when Vc > 0, the corresponding angle with respect to true North is θc = 0
◦.
In assuming such a scenario, we were able to visually validate whether the path and
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headings suggested by the proposed SBP algorithm were intuitive. In the first half
of the graph, the algorithm needed to solely consider the wind, while in the second
half, it needed to appropriately consider both the wind and current.
We set a threshold  = 10−3 for our convergence criterion and a maximum number
of iteration of 10 loops to protect against slow or non-convergence. Two additional
scenarios (downwind and upwind) are discussed in Appendices B.3 and B.4.
To validate the proposed algorithm’s solution quality, we used freely available
open-source sailing vessel routing optimization software, termed OpenCPN [1], re-
ferred to henceforth as CPN. The results from CPN were obtained using the weather
routing optimization plugin packaged with OpenCPN version 4.6.1, and as trans-
lated from C++ into Python. To compare the proposed and baseline algorithms
fairly, only the high level algorithm procedure was translated since CPN relies on the
isochrone7 method for trajectory propagation. The details of the high-level algorith-
mic procedure contained within OpenCPN are listed in Table 4.4. Though much of
the published literature overlooks the current, the CPN algorithm directly considers
it in its vector addition operations. The benefit of this method is that the algorithm
is fast, taking only one iteration to converge when ocean current is not present.
7Isochrone refers to a grid construction method that propagates traversal times out spatially and
creates points (or contour lines) that take equal time to arrive at.
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Table 4.4: CPN Algorithm (baseline): CPN Iterated Velocities and Heading
Calculation
Input: θe, Vt, θt, ~Vc
Initialize:
~V 0a ← ~Vt = Vt θt
V 0a ← Vt
θ0g ← θt
β0g ← 0
Iterate for i = 1, 2, . . .
while θe − θi−1g > 180 θe −= 360
while θi−1g − θe > 180 θe += 360
βig ← βi−1g + θe − θi−1g
V i ← V (V i−1a , ∣∣βig∣∣) (From table [48])
θiv ← θt + βig
~V i ← V i θiv
~V ig ← ~V i + ~Vc = V ig θig
~V ia ← ~Vt − ~V ig = V ia θia
4.5 Results and Discussion
4.5.1 Illustration of SBP and CPN on a Sparse Grid
Fig. 4.2 details the path suggested by both the baseline CPN and proposed new SBP
algorithms.8 The current and true wind vectors at each waypoint are illustrated using
the arrow key detailed in Table 4.2, along with the apparent wind vector calculated
at each traversed waypoint. Each algorithm proposed the same path in this scenario;
however, the differences between the two methods were in the pointing of the vessel
in transit between the chosen waypoints. Note that OpenCPN does not take into
consideration the leeway of a vessel, while the SBP method includes it in the opti-
8While for the sparse grid considered in Fig. 4.2, both algorithms yielded the same waypoints,
using a dense grid will show the difference between the routes recommended by the two.
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mization. As such, the pointing suggested by CPN would not strictly adhere to the
grid G. However, with a chartplotter, one can drive a sailboat to a (reachable) chosen
point, regardless of the pointing.
As seen in Fig. 4.2, the current impacted the optimization significantly, allowing
for faster traversal across the edges in the second half of the problem space s ≥ 4,
and in turn impacting the apparent wind encountered. The apparent wind magnitude
encountered in the first half of the stages was 3.56 kts, while in the second half of the
stages, it more than tripled to 12.0 kts (partially due to a fair current). This is also
illustrated in detail in the free body diagrams, shown in Fig. 4.3, which also serve a
dual purpose as a visual for how the environmental vectors are added or subtracted
with respect to the sailing vessel in the scenario considered.
~Vt
~V
-~Vg
~Va
(a) Stages 1-4
~Vt
~V
~Vc
~Vg
-~Vg
~Va
(b) Stages 5-8
Figure 4.3: Free body diagrams corresponding to the proposed SBP algorithm for stages
s = 0, . . . 7. Stage S − 1 = 8 only contained the destination, so, therefore, no further
controls were necessary to route the sailing vessel.
The convergence of the SBP algorithm is demonstrated in Fig. 4.4, where we
invoked the proposed procedure assuming we intended to travel at a course of 135◦
to the next waypoint, while assuming the true wind Vt to be 5 kts at an angle of 180
◦
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(coming from 0◦) with no current vectors. The procedure converged relatively fast
due to the radial basis function approximation [153], and took a negligible amount
of time to complete. In Fig. 4.4, iteration 6 was not carried out, but rather, upon
satisfying the threshold condition (that is, θa remained the same or was calculated
to be within  from the value computed from the previous iteration), terminated the
iteration and returned the necessary values to continue with the optimization.
0 1 2 3 4 5 6
180
190
200
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220
Iteration #
θ a
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)
Figure 4.4: Convergence of θa given the desired mark is at a bearing of 135
◦ (with
respect to true North) from the current node, and assuming Vt θt = 5 180
◦ and
Vc θc = 0, ∀θc.
Since we assumed a uniform graph (sparse, for the sake of illustration) with way-
points generated at fixed distances, there were only two sets of headings generated
corresponding to the two possible conditions – without ocean currents (s = 0, . . . , 4)
and with (s = 5, . . . , 8). The exact calculations for each of the angles and velocity
magnitudes are shown in Table 4.5.
The CPN algorithm returned a solution that estimated the time to destination to
be 9 h 51’ 58”, while the SBP algorithm’s solution path had an estimated duration
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Table 4.5: Stage Velocities (kts) and Angles (deg); SBP and CPN.
Stage Alg. Vt θt Va θa Vc θc V θv θ |βa| Vg θg
0 (to 1)
SBP 5.00 180◦ 3.56 218◦ 0.00 – 3.14 135◦ 134◦ 96.0◦ 3.14 135◦
CPN 5.00 180◦ 3.61 213◦ 0.00 – 2.80 136◦ 135◦ 102◦ 2.80 136◦
1 (to 2)
SBP 5.00 180◦ 3.56 218◦ 0.00 – 3.14 135◦ 134◦ 96.0◦ 3.14 135◦
CPN 5.00 180◦ 3.61 213◦ 0.00 – 2.80 136◦ 135◦ 102◦ 2.80 136◦
2 (to 3)
SBP 5.00 180◦ 3.56 218◦ 0.00 – 3.14 135◦ 134◦ 96.0◦ 3.14 135◦
CPN 5.00 180◦ 3.61 213◦ 0.00 – 2.80 136◦ 135◦ 102◦ 2.80 136◦
3 (to 4)
SBP 5.00 180◦ 3.56 218◦ 0.00 – 3.14 135◦ 134◦ 96.0◦ 3.14 135◦
CPN 5.00 180◦ 3.61 213◦ 0.00 – 2.80 136◦ 135◦ 102◦ 2.80 136◦
4 (to 5)
SBP 5.00 180◦ 12.0 208◦ 5.00 0◦ 5.63 84.0◦ 83.8◦ 55.8◦ 7.91 45.0◦
CPN 5.00 180◦ 13.2 209◦ 5.00 0◦ 6.66 77.5◦ 77.1◦ 48.1◦ 9.17 45.4◦
5 (to 6)
SBP 5.00 180◦ 12.0 208◦ 5.00 0◦ 5.63 84.0◦ 83.8◦ 55.8◦ 7.91 45.0◦
CPN 5.00 180◦ 13.2 209◦ 5.00 0◦ 6.66 77.5◦ 77.1◦ 48.1◦ 9.17 45.4◦
6 (to 7)
SBP 5.00 180◦ 12.0 208◦ 5.00 0◦ 5.63 84.0◦ 83.8◦ 55.8◦ 7.91 45.0◦
CPN 5.00 180◦ 13.2 209◦ 5.00 0◦ 6.66 77.5◦ 77.1◦ 48.1◦ 9.17 45.4◦
7 (to 8)
SBP 5.00 180◦ 12.0 208◦ 5.00 0◦ 5.63 84.0◦ 83.8◦ 55.8◦ 7.91 45.0◦
CPN 5.00 180◦ 13.2 209◦ 5.00 0◦ 6.66 77.5◦ 77.1◦ 48.1◦ 9.17 45.4◦
time of 9 h 26’ 30” – a difference of roughly 25’ 28” of elapsed time in arriving at
the destination (e.g., the finish line). In comparing the two algorithms, the differ-
ent heading recommendations amounted to a more than 4% improvement over the
baseline algorithm’s recommended route. However, the “self evaluation” of the CPN
algorithm for its transit time is not realistic because it ignores the leeway. Since the
waypoints in the sparse grid considered are the same for both algorithms, the transit
times are the same (assuming the boats are steered using a chartplotter toward the
recommended waypoints). The next subsection will show how, on a dense grid, the
SBP algorithm offers a faster path based on a consistent evaluation of the (different)
paths recommended by the two algorithms.
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4.5.2 SBP versus CPN on a Dense Grid
In practice, the grid should be more dense (and the optimization will have to be
redone when conditions change – which happens all too often). We now assume that
each stage is located 1.25 nm from the next (versus 3.75 nm in the sparse grid), and
that within a stage, each state is positioned 0.125 nm from the next (versus 7.5 nm in
the sparse grid). In doing so, the graph offers up to 120 times more course options for
the algorithms to examine in relation to the previously discussed simplified scenario,
which only had two possibilities at each waypoint. In decreasing the distance between
each stage, the number of stages nearly tripled to 25 (i.e., each solution consisted of
24 waypoints, not including the starting location).
Enriching the problem space resulted in different sets of waypoints suggested by
the CPN and SBP algorithms, assuming weather conditions the same as in the pre-
vious simplified scenario, i.e., there is wind from the North throughout the entirety
of the graph and current (with magnitude and direction equal to that of the one dis-
cussed in the simplified scenario) exists from the center stage onwards. The full set
of waypoints recommended for each algorithm is shown in Fig. 4.5, where the paths
suggested by the CPN and SBP algorithms are indicated by (black) 3-pointed stars
and (blue) triangles, respectively.
Since the CPN algorithm does not account for leeway, only the SBP algorithm
offers an exact means to evaluate the traversal time for each set of waypoints; hence,
we used this method to fairly compare the traversal times corresponding to each
algorithm’s suggested route. The CPN algorithm offered a route that, while shorter,
took about 6’ 33” longer to traverse (in total, 8.942 hrs) since the average speed over
ground was 4.34 kts. In comparison, the average speed of traversal through the set of
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Start End
SBP Algorithm CPN Algorithm
Figure 4.5: A comparison of the recommended waypoints for each algorithm with a high
grid density, with stages every 1.25 nm, and states every 0.125 nm within each stage. The
wind and current scenario was the same simple one introduced (i.e., wind from the North
at all waypoints in the grid, while current from the South was present only on the second
half of the grid).
waypoints recommended by the SBP algorithm was 4.78 kts, corresponding to a total
traversal time of 8.839 hrs (a more than 1% improvement). Of note, the discrepancy
between the CPN algorithm’s self-evaluated time and the SBP algorithm’s evaluation
of the CPN algorithm’s recommended waypoints was greater than 15%. In other
words, the CPN algorithm’s evaluated traversal time was quite optimistic compared
to the SBP algorithm’s evaluation of the same set of waypoints. This was a consistent
occurrence among all the grid densities tested. Varying the distances between the
stages from 1 to 2 nm, and the distance between states in each stage from 0.125 to
0.5 nm, the SBP algorithm’s set of waypoints always took a faster amount of time
to traverse in comparison to the CPN algorithm’s set of generated waypoints. From
the grid densities tested, the SBP algorithm offered a 0.4–2% improvement over the
CPN algorithm’s suggestions.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion
In Chapter 2, we validated two approaches to the maritime interdiction problem: 1)
a general path-planning algorithm of allocating multiple assets, both spatially and
temporally, to intercept multiple targets, where each target has a unique departure
point, destination and waypoints (if any), and 2) a general patrol box allocation algo-
rithm for multiple assets to maximize the probability of interdiction. Exploiting the
flexibility of our cost-to-go function, we solved the NP-hard problem in a compara-
bly short amount of time for any of the three objectives examined – maximizing the
number of interdictions, cargo disrupted, or the probability that an asset interdicts
at least one drug smuggler. We found that, in both approaches, decomposing the
problem into smaller subproblems, embodied in the behavior of the algorithm when
the objective pertaining to maximization of the probability of interdiction for each
asset was active, resulted in the best asset path-planning or patrol box allocation
policy with respect to both the expected number of interdictions and the expected
amount of contraband disrupted.
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We conducted sensitivity analyses of Algorithm II to evaluate the robustness and
scalability of the sequential patrol box allocation concept of operation. We found the
algorithm scales comparatively well with the problem size, roughly independent of
the number of cases, but sensitive to the number of assets. From our simulation of
false alarms and the possibility of pop-up threats, we found false alarms, on average,
negatively impact our solution quality by 11%. In the case of pop-up threats, we
found up to 15% decrease in performance, but we also found that some constructive
uncertainty positively impacted the allocation resulting in nearly a 5% performance
boost. In our value of information analysis, we demonstrated the robustness of the
approach in the event of lost information or bandwidth constraints. We found a less
than 1% performance difference for 3 h between surface updates compared to that of
an hourly update. We also observed the algorithms managed an adequate solution
quality when inputting surface updates to COAST only once every 12-18 h between
updates.
Our future work on this topic includes parallelization and enhancement of the
algorithms to coincide with JIATF-South concepts of operation, improvements to
scalability of our approaches, and subsequent transitions to the Fleet Numerical Me-
teorology and Oceanography Center. We also intend to couple the interdiction patrol
box algorithm (Algorithm II) with surveillance asset scheduling to find coordinated
maritime interdiction solutions wherein we optimize allocations considering the full
set of surveillance and interdiction-related tasks (detection, tracking, identification,
interception, investigation, and apprehension).
In Chapter 3, we discussed and validated a multi-objective shortest path algo-
rithm with time windows and uncertainty-based cost scaling, applicable to multiple
domains, and validated in the context of ship routing. We solved this problem com-
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prising stochastic non-convex costs by decomposing the shortest path problem into
one of making decisions when arriving at each node and storing all non-dominated
labels. We obtained the full Pareto set of solutions upon algorithm termination and,
through solution normalization, found an optimal tradeoff of objectives. From the
several scenarios tested, TMPLAR was proven to outperform the software currently
in use by the navigators on each objective. Adding weather avoidance capability in
the form of a waiting decision variable and accurately weighting future uncertainty
resulted in an average of 33% more fuel efficient voyages. Future work includes for-
malizing opportunistic training, mapping the problem to include partially observed
Markov decision processes and using a divide and conquer approach for faster solution
convergence across more objectives. We also intend to parallelize the algorithm which
is indeed possible through bulk heap removals and due to the multistage nature of
our approach.
An iterative procedure to obtain the recommended pointing of a sailing vessel given
the ocean current and true wind vectors, paired with a fastest path algorithm, was
derived and shown to be superior to an open-source baseline software in Chapter 4.
Using observed or forecast weather conditions as input, the proposed SBP algorithm
takes into consideration the primary impacting factor in fastest-path sailing vessel
routing (the wind), while also taking into consideration a major, but often unused,
impactor (the ocean current).
Additionally, an algorithm comparison for sparse and dense grids was presented
that validated the goodness of the proposed procedure, while using open-source soft-
ware as a baseline for solution quality. Our findings indicate that, on a sparse grid
with a restricted decision space, the algorithms are identical with respect to the set
of waypoints resulting from the recommended pointings. However, when the problem
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space is enlarged (e.g., if more waypoints are considered for traversal at each stage),
the SBP algorithm consistently outputs a sequence of waypoints that result in a faster
(0.4–2% improvement) path as compared to the open-source CPN algorithm.
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Appendix A
COAST Algorithm Additional
Information and Interdiction
Models
A.1 Algorithm Overview
The flow of operations to obtain a rollout solution for the path optimization and
box allocation is illustrated in Figures A.1 and A.2. In Algorithm I (Fig. A.1), our
solution leverages a 1-step lookahead rollout strategy to conduct a forward-backward
mixed search process over time, for a given asset. The base heuristic underlying the
rollout strategy works as follows: we first find the maximum probability of activity
over all cells, cases, and time epochs. Subsequently, we divide the peak value by
some constant and, for each time epoch, save all cells that exceed this probability
value. It is assumed that the PoA surfaces have some fraction of cells that will
exceed the threshold set since the surfaces are based upon an underlying continuous
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means of approximation, i.e., there are no sudden drops in probability near the peak
value as to warrant an alternative method to dividing the value by a constant –
for example, using the average probability over the entire area at a particular time
epoch can serve as another method of reducing the problem space and measuring
the amount of activity at any given time. We then order each time epoch by the
number of cells exceeding the calculated threshold and begin allocation. Since time
epochs may be forward or backward in time, we call this ‘forward-backward mixed
search,’ where, at each planning epoch, any allocations already made are taken into
consideration. After finding B` and F`, the nearest time epochs already allocated
before and after time epoch `, respectively, feasibility of the assignment is checked and
enforced through calculation of the reachable ranges of the previously assigned asset
positions at times B` and F`. At each time epoch `, each asset is iteratively assigned
to (up to m) location(s) that best maximize(s) the preferred objective function, before
finding asset locations corresponding to the time epoch which has the next highest
number of nonzero grid cells that exceed the calculated (and scaled) threshold. As a
result, we are able to obtain the top m ∗ |I|-best solutions via this iterative strategy.
Then, rollout is applied on this base heuristic.
In Algorithm II (Fig. A.2), as in the base heuristic of Algorithm I, we aggregate
the PoAs from |I| points of view, i.e., interdiction asset i can only “see” (reach) a
certain part of the map given the limited time available, (up to) K. We exploit this
dimensionality reduction opportunity and combine the (possibly discounted) PoA sur-
faces into one asset-dependent, time/case-independent TPoA surface for each asset.
Using a Gauss-Seidel iterative approach, we allocate a box for each asset i = 1, . . . , |I|
available within the time horizon, the order of which may be determined by factors
such as distance to the nearby peaks in PoA, magnitude of the largest PoA contained
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1: procedure AssetRoute(PoA, [y1,...,|I|(0)]) . Read in PoA surfaces and initial
asset locations
2: θ = maxg,k,c PoA (g, k, c) . Find the maximum probability of activity over all
surfaces
3: θ ← θ/β . Scale the threshold by some constant β
4: for k = 1, . . . , K do
5: for i = 1, . . . , |I| do
6: yi (k)← 0 . Initialize asset locations for each planning epoch
7: end for
8: Ξ (k)← {∅}
9: for c = 1, . . . , C do
10: ξ (c, k)← {∅}
11: for g = 1, . . . , |G| do
12: if PoA (g, k, c) > θ then
13: ξ (c, k)← ξ (c, k) + {g} . Save all cells with value > θ to ξ
14: end if
15: end for
16: Ξ (k)← Ξ (k) + {ξ (c, k)} . Consolidate ξ over all cases, for each time
k
17: end for
18: end for
19: A← argsort(Ξ) . Sort time epochs based on how many cells are above
threshold θ
20: for k = 1, . . . , |A| do
21: `← A(k) . Allocate asset positions based on sorted time (forward and
backward)
22: for i = 1, . . . , |I| do
23: for j = 1, . . . , `− 1 do . Obtain nearest forward and backward time
epochs that have an asset position previously solved for
24: if yi (`− j) > 0 then
25: B` ← `− j . Nearest time epoch before time `, allocated for
asset i
26: break
27: end if
28: end for
29: for j = 1, . . . , K − ` do
30: if yi (`+ j) > 0 then
31: F` ← `+ j . Nearest time epoch after time `, allocated for
asset i
32: break
33: end if
34: end for
35: y∗i (`) = arg maxyi(`)∈ρ(yi(B`),v¯i)∩ρ(yi(F`),v¯i)
36: E
{
F (yi (`)) + γJ˜ (f (yi (`) , v¯i))
}
. Find the best location
given the current and expected future reward and the reachable range ρ
37: end for
38: end for
39: return yi(k)∀i, k
40: end procedure
Figure A.1: Procedure for Algorithm I, where asset routes are obtained for each time
epoch. For simplicity, the pseudocode detailed is for the case of m = 1.
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1: procedure BoxAlloc(PoA, [y1,...,|I|(0)]) . Read in PoA surfaces and initial
asset locations
2: pi = {∅} . Initialize the list to store the box allocations
3: for i = 1, . . . , |I|, g ∈ G do
4: TPoA(g, i)←∑k,c γkPoA(g, k, c|ρ(yi(0), v¯i)) . Aggregate temporally
discounted surface forecasts given each asset’s reachable range, ρ
5: end for
6: ∆ = {∅} . Initialize list of distances (to peaks)
7: for i = 1, . . . , |I| do
8: g∗ = arg maxg TPoA(g, i)
9: ∆← ∆ + [Φ(yi(0), g∗), i, g∗] . Find the largest peaks in the reachable
range of asset i
10: end for
11: ∆← argsort(∆) . Sort, in ascending order, the distances for each asset to
the nearest peak
12: for i = 1, . . . , |I| do
13: (i∗, g∗)← ∆(i)
14: for w1 ∈ [w¯,
¯
w] do
15: for w2 ∈ [w¯,
¯
w] do
16: B∗i∗ (k)← arg maxBi∗ (k)⊃g∗(i∗)
17: E
{∑
g TPoA (g, i
∗)Bi∗ (k)
}
18: s.t. dim (Bi∗ (k)) = w1 × w2 . Find a patrol box (or m
patrol boxes) of dimension w1 × w2
19: end for
20: end for
21: pi ← pi + [B∗i∗(k), i∗] . Save the top patrol box
22: for i = 1, . . . , |I|, i 6= i∗ do
23: for each g ∈ B∗i∗(k) do
24: TPoA(g, i) = 0 . Set the reward in the allocated region to 0 for all
other assets so no patrol boxes overlap
25: end for
26: end for
27: end for
28: return pi
29: end procedure
Figure A.2: Procedure for Algorithm II, where asset patrol boxes are obtained for the
time horizon in an iterative fashion based upon first ordering the assets by distance to the
nearest reachable peak.
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within a cell g which can be reached within the time horizon, etc., if necessary. Next,
we employ an m-best value iteration approach to obtain up to m boxes for a given
asset. While adhering to minimum and maximum box dimension requirements, the
algorithm obtains multiple boxes (possibly of varying size) which contain the maxi-
mum PoA reachable within the time horizon. The boxes are assumed to first have a
maximum dimension of w¯× w¯, which is iteratively reduced based upon constraint vi-
olations (such as overlap with other boxes, or the land). Depending upon the location
of the constraint violation(s), the length or width of the box is reduced, length-wise
or height-wise, one grid cell size, and the next iteration is invoked. Of these boxes,
the top m are saved, and the cells contained in the box allocation Bi are removed
from all other TPoA surfaces in order to prevent overlapping patrol boxes among
assets. The algorithm then terminates (if there are no more assets to allocate) or the
process is repeated.
A.2 Probability of Interdiction
The probability of interdiction has been studied extensively in [92]. Here, we derive
the general probability of interdiction when the launch delay time of the helicopter
and the target distribution are modeled as probability densities.
For a given asset i with a helicopter on board, let thi be the helicopter launch delay
modeled by the non-negative probability density function (pdf) fthi (t), e.g., a gamma,
uniform, or log-normal distribution. Let the time available to reach the interdiction
area, τ , be a deterministic number. We assume the distance to the target to be Ψ
with pdf fΨ(r(τ)), where r is the distance to be covered in time τ . For an asset i
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with speed vi whose onboard helicopter is capable of traveling at speed v
h
i ,
r (τ) = viτU
(
thi − τ
)
+
[
vhi τ +
(
vi − vhi
)
thi
]
U
(
τ − thi
)
, (A.1)
where U(t) is the unit step function centered at t. Probability of interdiction PI is
then the probability that r(τ) > Ψ.
PI = P {r (τ) > Ψ} =
[(∫ viτ
r=0
fΨ (r) dr
)(
1− Fthi (τ)
)]
+
[∫ τ
t=0
(∫ vhi τ+(vi−vhi )t
r=0
fΨ (r) dr
)
fthi (t) dt
] (A.2)
where F denotes the cumulative distribution (cdf).
Suppose fthi (t) = δ(t− t¯hi ), that is, a Dirac delta function centered at time t = t¯hi .
Then, its integral is the unit step function centered at τ = t¯hi :
PI =
[∫ viτ
r=0
fΨ (r) dr
]
U
(
t¯hi − τ
)
+ U
(
τ − t¯hi
) [∫ vhi τ+(vi−vhi )t¯hi
r=0
fΨ (r) dr
]
.
(A.3)
Further, if the density of range to target is uniform, that is, fΨ(r) ∼ U(0, rmax), where
rmax is the maximum expected distance between the interdiction asset and the target,
PI =
[
min
(
viτ
rmax
, 1
)]
U
(
t¯hi − τ
)
+ U
(
τ − t¯hi
) [
min
(
vhi τ +
(
vi − vhi
)
t¯hi
rmax
, 1
)]
,
(A.4)
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which simplifies to
PI (g, yi (k)) = min
{
1,
ri (τ)
Φ(yi(k), g)
}
(A.5)
where, the combined effort, dependent upon thi , is
ri (τ) =
 viτ, τ ≤ t
h
i
vit
h
i + v
h
i
(
τ − thi
)
, τ > thi
. (A.6)
Parameter τ is dependent upon Φ(yi(k), g) and dictates whether an onboard helicopter
(if available) needs to be launched, while in pursuit of a smuggler. If an interdiction
vessel i is capable of reaching a smuggler located in cell g in less than the time needed
to launch a helicopter, thi , then it is assumed that the vessel will not use its onboard
helicopter, regardless of whether it is available.
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Appendix B
SBP Algorithm Additional
Information and Input Data
B.1 Algorithm Overview
In this section, we present an overview of the SBP algorithm, detailed in Table 4.3.
Assuming a sufficiently dense grid G is available, we invoke multi-stage dynamic
programming (see Appendix B.5 for details) and, in turn, examine the candidate
node xk(s + 1), chosen from the set of neighbor nodes (possible marks) connected
by an edge e ∈ E to the current location xj(s), with the corresponding edge course
θe(xj(s,xk(s + 1)). The required course is known and used in conjunction with a
tolerance , i.e., the allowable deviation off course when traversing from stage s to
stage s+ 1.
The SBP algorithm is used over a range of angles enveloping the desired course
θe. This range amounts to the possible angles to point the vessel in order to align the
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velocity over ground angle with that of θe. Each proposed pointing θ in this range is
input to the algorithm, along with the true wind ~Vt, the current ~Vc, and a table of
performance prediction (“polars”; see Appendix B.2 from [48] for an example).
The apparent wind vector at iteration 0, ~V 0a , is initialized to the true wind vector
~Vt, namely,
V 0a θ
0
a =
~V 0a ← ~Vt = Vt θt (B.1)
Then, the apparent wind with respect to the centerline of the sailing vessel, β0a, is
computed as a function of θ0a and the proposed pointing θ as follows,
β0a ← fu
(
θ0a, θ
)
(B.2)
This completes the initialization.
The iteration begins with interpolation of the vessel speed V and the associated
leeway λ from the performance prediction tables,
V i ← V (V i−1a , ∣∣βi−1a ∣∣) (B.3)
λi ← λ (V i−1a , ∣∣βi−1a ∣∣) (B.4)
The real vessel pointing is calculable once the leeway is known. This information is
used to find the vessel’s velocity vector ~V ,
θiv ← θ − λi sgn(βi−1a ) (B.5)
~V i ← V i θiv (B.6)
where “sgn” is a function that takes the value 1 if βi−1a is positive, and -1, otherwise..
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Since the velocity vector of the current and the vessel velocity vector in the water are
known, the velocity over ground ~Vg is their sum
V ig θ
i
g =
~V ig ← ~V i + ~Vc (B.7)
The apparent wind vector ~Va is calculable as the difference between the true wind ~Vt
and ~Vg as follows,
V ia θ
i
a =
~V ia ← ~Vt − ~V ig (B.8)
Lastly, the apparent wind angle with respect to the centerline of the vessel is com-
putable via fu once ~Va is known, namely,
βia = fu
(
θia, θ
)
(B.9)
where fu is defined in (4.8). The procedure then repeats until |θia − θi−1a | <  or a
number of iterations threshold is reached.
Upon termination, ~V , ~Vg, and ~Va are returned. Based on the associated θg and
the desired course θe, we can accept or reject the solution. If we reject the solution,
we try another feasible pointing within the range generated around θe. If we accept
the solution, we move on to compute the next node available from the set of neighbor
nodes not yet visited.
B.2 Performance Prediction Table
Assuming a 36 foot fast cruising boat, specifically a Beneteau First 36.7-Racing Keel,
the vessel characteristics detailed in Table B.1 were assumed and used as input for
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both algorithms. This table, which is more comprehensive than the polars, also shows
the apparent wind for the various angles of the true wind and the velocity made good
(VMG), i.e., the velocity of the vessel against the wind, as well as the leeway. All
values are for the best choice of sails (a spinnaker for downwind) and optimal sail
trim.
Table B.1: Predicted boat speed V and leeway λ for true wind speed Vt = 5 kts
Vt θt V VMG Va βa λ
U
p
w
in
d
5.0 30.0 1.864 1.614 5.69 20.6 5.81
5.0 33.0 2.228 1.869 5.99 21.3 4.58
5.0 36.0 2.547 2.061 6.24 22.1 3.86
5.0 39.0 2.833 2.201 6.45 22.9 3.37
5.0 42.0 3.088 2.295 6.62 23.8 3.01
5.0 45.0 3.317 2.346 6.76 24.7 2.74
5.0 46.8 3.435 2.353 6.83 25.2 2.61
5.0 50.0 3.642 2.341 6.93 26.2 2.40
5.0 60.0 4.118 2.059 7.03 29.5 1.94
5.0 70.0 4.405 1.507 6.89 33.0 1.62
5.0 80.0 4.533 0.787 6.54 37.0 1.36
5.0 90.0 4.520 0.000 6.03 41.5 1.14
5.0 100.0 4.345 -0.754 5.37 47.2 0.94
D
ow
n
w
in
d
5.0 110.0 4.253 -1.454 4.74 52.5 1.00
5.0 120.0 4.040 -2.020 4.02 59.5 0.84
5.0 130.0 3.666 -2.356 3.25 70.3 0.66
5.0 135.0 3.453 -2.442 2.90 77.5 0.56
5.0 140.0 3.234 -2.477 2.58 86.2 0.47
5.0 141.3 3.175 2.479 2.50 88.8 0.44
5.0 150.0 2.789 -2.415 2.11 108.7 0.29
5.0 160.0 2.374 -2.231 1.95 135.3 0.16
5.0 170.0 2.143 -2.110 1.93 158.9 0.08
5.0 180.0 1.999 -1.999 2.00 180.0 0.00
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B.3 Downwind Scenario
We present a scenario to demonstrate the feasibility of our approach for the case when
the bearing of the destination node relative to the origin node is approximately equal
to that of the direction of the true wind, θt. In downwind sailing, aligning the vessel
pointing with that of the true wind is not optimal due to the physics of a sail. A
sailing vessel will travel faster when using a spinnaker “pulled” by the wind.
Instead of a “dead run” with the wind, it is favorable to switch between port and
starboard tacks to allow the wind to “pull” the vessel. The path1 recommended by
the SBP algorithm (assuming for simplicity Vc = 0 , λ ≈ 0, i.e., ~Vg = ~V ), which
consists of broad reach legs, is illustrated in Fig. B.1. The corresponding free body
diagram for each recommended tack in the simulation is detailed in Fig. B.2.
The control values and relevant angles and speeds of the vessel are tabulated in
Table B.2.
Table B.2: Velocities (kts) and angles (deg) on port and starboard tack when the
destination is dead ahead.
Tack Vt θt θ Va θa V θv Vg θg
Port 5.00 90◦ 45.0◦ 3.60 124◦ 2.83 45.0◦ 2.83 45.0◦
Starboard 5.00 90◦ 135◦ 3.60 56.3◦ 2.83 135◦ 2.83 135◦
Since the algorithm does not penalize tacking, the path has more tacking than a
good sailor would do. Penalizing tacking would reduce their frequency in the recom-
mended path. Also, a more dense grid would yield a faster time to the destination.
However, given the simplified grid, the traversal time from start to end and with
1The optimum VMG downwind is at 140◦, while Figs. B.1 and B.2 show the path at 135◦ with a
VMG 2% below the optimum. To get the optimum, the grid has to be about 10 times more dense.
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0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Figure B.1: Downwind scenario. The environmental vectors at each possible state
within each grid stage generated between the start and destination points for the scenario
of traversing downwind with no current and no leeway. The true wind vectors are
illustrated with a single solid arrow, and the apparent wind vectors are shown with a
double solid arrow. The edges traversed by the sailing vessel between waypoints are
dotted with the direction of travel indicated.
tacking was approximately 11 h 18’ 33”, while without tacking (i.e., a “dead run”)
the calculated course time was roughly 15 h 38’ 13”.
B.4 Upwind Scenario
In addition to a downwind sailing scenario, we present a sample path recommended
by the SBP algorithm when sailing upwind, i.e., when the difference between the
bearing of a destination node relative to the origin node and the angle of the true
wind, θt, is approximately 180
◦. In upwind sailing, it is physically impossible to point
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~Vt
~V-
~Vg
~Va
(a) Port tack
~Vt
~V
-~Vg ~Va
(b) Starboard tack
Figure B.2: Free body diagrams corresponding to the proposed SBP algorithm for
tacking when sailing downwind (~Vg = ~V because the current and leeway are assumed to be
zero).
the vessel in the direction of oncoming winds and proceed towards a mark. Depending
on the vessel characteristics, the minimum angle to sail into the wind may vary. For
the class of sailing vessel studied in this thesis, the vessel pointing must differ by at
least 30◦ relative to the oncoming true wind, as is detailed in Table B.1.
Pointing the vessel into the wind is sometimes referred to putting the vessel “in
irons” and may arise when tacking too slowly, for instance. As in the downwind
scenario, it is favorable to switch between port and starboard tacks to allow the wind
to “pull” the vessel. The path recommended by the SBP algorithm (again, assuming
for simplicity Vc = 0, λ ≈ 0, i.e., ~Vg = ~V ) is illustrated in Fig. B.3. The corresponding
free body diagram for each recommended tack in the simulation is detailed in Fig.
B.4.
The control values and relevant angles and speeds of the vessel are tabulated in
Table B.3.
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0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Figure B.3: Upwind scenario. The environmental vectors at each possible state within
each grid stage generated between the start and destination points for the scenario of
traversing upwind with no current and no leeway. The true wind vectors are illustrated
with a single solid arrow, and the apparent wind vectors are shown with a double solid
arrow. The edges traversed by the sailing vessel between waypoints are dotted with the
direction of travel indicated.
Table B.3: Tack Velocity Component Comparison when Traveling Upwind
Tack Vt (kts) θt θ Va (kts) θa V (kts) θv Vg (kts) θg
Port 5.00 270◦ 45.0◦ 7.10 255◦ 2.62 45.0◦ 2.62 45.0◦
Starboard 5.00 270◦ 135◦ 7.10 285◦ 2.62 135◦ 2.62 135◦
B.5 Multistage Path Dynamic Programming
Multistage path dynamic programming is an iterative procedure that, when followed
and given certain assumptions, will provide an optimal solution (in this case, a fastest
path). We assume the following:
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~Vt
~V
-~Vg
~Va
(a) Port tack
~Vt
~V
-~Vg
~Va
(b) Starboard tack
Figure B.4: Free body diagrams corresponding to the proposed SBP algorithm for
tacking when sailing upwind.
1. The problem space is discretizable (the path is within a grid).
2. The cost function is additive.
For the basic multistage dynamic programming problem with S stages, we apply S
controls to go from the initial stage, denoted x(0) to the end stage x(S − 1). To
proceed from stage s to s+ 1, we must apply a control θ(s). In doing so, we incur a
cost c[x(s),x(s + 1), θ(s),R], defined in Section 4.2.1. From our second assumption
(i.e., the cost function is additive), the optimal total cost is thus
cS[x(S − 1)] +
S−2∑
s=0
c[x∗(s),x∗(s+ 1), θ∗(s),R] (B.10)
where cS[x(S − 1)] is the terminal cost of the end stage (if any), x∗(s) and x∗(s+ 1)
are the optimally chosen states in the respective stages s and s + 1, and θ∗(s) is the
pointing of the vessel that takes it (given the prevailing wind and current) from x∗(s)
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to x∗(s + 1). By “optimal” in the fastest-path sailing vessel routing problem, we
mean the shortest overall transit time. The transit time from one stage to the next is
given by (4.25). Using backwards dynamic programming, we know the goal stage to
be x(S− 1), which contains a single state, that is, the goal node. Hence, x∗(S− 1) is
known. Proceeding backwards, we find the minimum cost over all traversable states
in the previous stage
x∗(S − 2) = arg min
j
c[xj(S − 2),x∗(S − 1), θ∗(S − 2),R] (B.11)
The optimal node is selected from each stage by
x∗(s) = arg min
j
c[xj(s),x
∗(s+ 1), θ∗(s),R] (B.12)
Knowing the optimal cost from one node to the next stage, we aim to solve for the
optimal path over all stages. To do so, we can condense the problem to that of
finding the best cost from each node to the next stage, and calculating the optimal
“cost-to-go” J∗ from there onwards. The problem then reduces to (4.4), reproduced
below.
J∗ (xj(s)) = min
xk(s+1),θ(s)
(c [xj(s),xk(s+ 1), θ(s),R] + J
∗ (xk(s+ 1))) (B.13)
= min
xk(s+1),θ(s)
(
d [xj(s),xk(s+ 1)]
fg (θ(s),R)
+ J∗ (xk(s+ 1))
)
(B.14)
where fg is defined in (4.24).
In practical applications of dynamic programming, there are sometimes opportu-
nities to reduce the problem space further by exploiting domain-specific information
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to estimate the costs-to-go. In lieu of (B.14), we may use an approximating function
J˜(xk(s + 1)), which we assume to be both positive and optimistic, to estimate the
true cost-to-go J∗(xk(s+ 1)) from the next node xk(s+ 1).
Jˆ (xj(s)) = min
xk(s+1),θ(s)
(
d [xj(s),xk(s+ 1)]
fg (θ(s),R)
+ J˜ (xk(s+ 1))
)
(B.15)
The approximation of (4.26) as (B.15) amounts to utilization of algorithm A∗ [62, 104]
to aid in solving the fastest-path sailing vessel problem for the minimum time path
planning. This algorithm limits the search for the sake of speed-up.
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